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Abstract 

In April of 2017, a letter entitled “A 130,000-year-old archaeological site in 

southern California, USA” was published in the premiere scientific journal, Nature 

(Holen et all, 2017). The letter of approximately 1,700 words described The Cerutti 

Mastodon Site, a paleontological site discovered in 1992 in southern San Diego County 

that the paper’s authors believed to have an archaeological component. The paper 

claimed to completely rewrite the history of the human occupation of the New World 

with an archaeological site more than 100,000 years older than the oldest accepted 

archaeological sites in North or South America. The story became an instant viral 

sensation, gracing the front pages of most major online and print media outlets while 

quietly drawing extreme skepticism from the professional archaeological community. 

(Gary Haynes, 2017; Braje et all, 2017; Ferraro et all, 2017). This thesis examines the 

scientific evidence for the archaeological claims of The Cerutti Mastodon Site, the set of 

conditions that allowed for the possible misinterpretation of the site as being necessarily 

archaeological in nature, the subsequent publishing of these claims in a major scientific 

journal, the lack of appropriate public scrutiny by experts in the field, the 

misrepresentation of the site to the general public, and the unintended consequences of 

these mistakes. In addition, this thesis examines how the issue could have been 

properly handled during many missteps along the way and how the damage already 

done can now be fixed. 
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Introduction 

The Cerutti Mastodon Site is a 130,000-year-old paleontological site discovered in 1992 

in San Diego County that is claimed by its advocates to be the most ancient 

archaeological site in the New World. The site, named after San Diego Natural History 

Museum Paleontological Monitor Richard Cerutti who discovered the mastodon 

skeleton in the aftermath of damage caused by ground moving equipment, was the 

subject of a hugely popular article in Nature fifteen years later in April of 2017 (Holen et 

all, 2017). The paper postulated that the mastodon skeleton had been purposely 

modified by hominins 130,000 years ago, more than 110,000 years older than any 

accepted archaeological site in The New World and approximately 90,000 years before 

genetic evidence suggests that ancient Native American groups branched off from their 

North-east Asian cousins (Connie J. Mulligan & Emoke J.E. Szathmary, 2017). In light 

of the known timeline of a relatively recent Homo sapien dispersal out of Africa, the 

paper further postulated that this modification was carried out by a previously unknown 

and as-yet undiscovered, North American hominin. 

The paper was a huge publicity success, both by being featured in scientific flagship 

journal, Nature, and also in getting significant coverage in popular news outlets online 

and in print. It was one of the biggest science news articles of 2017 and its subsequent 
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physical exhibit at the San Diego Natural History Museum instantly became one of the 

museum’s main attractions. 

The Dispute 

The site drew immediate and continued criticism from professional archaeologists who 

criticized the letter to Nature in both formal academic journals and popular media 

articles (Gary Haynes,2017; Dan Vergano, 2017). The dispute between the site’s 

proponents and its critics is based on the evidence for human modification of the 

mastodon skeleton. To qualify as an archaeological site the area must have been 

necessarily subject to human modification and while site proponents believe they have 

evidence of such modification in the form of battered cobbles and shattered mastodon 

bones and teeth, site critics point to common non-archaeological processes that have 

been observed to produce the same effects. They also point out that since the site lacks 

any definitive proof of human modification, the claim of pushing back the occupation of 

the Americas by more than 100,000 years is a case of making extraordinary claims 

without extraordinary evidence. 

However, some of the alternate explanations given by these skeptical experts for the 

formation of this site also does not fit the specific evidence at The Cerutti Mastodon 

Site. This fact occupies much of the formal back-and-forth between the original Cerutti 

Mastodon team and the site’s critics in formal journals. In addition to assessing the 
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validity of the claims made in the original Cerutti Mastodon paper, this thesis will 

skeptically analyze the claims made by site critics in the formal scientific literature. 

The Inexplicably Unexplored 

In preparing this thesis, a very interesting and as yet unexplained issue was uncovered. 

The background research revealed that both the site’s proponents and its critics 

managed to overlook one of the most important fields of evidence surrounding this 

particular site: a large body of established scientific evidence that explains the site’s 

formation through natural processes. (Tune et all, 2018; Myers et all, 1980; Gary 

Haynes, 1991). This extensive evidence or proboscidean pseudosites in the scientific 

record seemingly explains the site’s components better than either the original Cerutti 

Team’s paper or any of the expert critical responses are able to. In overlooking or 

prematurely dismissing this information, the original Cerutti Mastodon team failed their 

scientific responsibility to prove the Null hypothesis. In failing to explore and include this 

research in their criticisms, site skeptics overlooked the most important criticism 

available: one that easily and simply explains a phenomenon through established 

scientific knowledge and understanding. In the end, the exclusion of this key evidence 

led to a glaringly incomplete compilation of relevant information for the public to review 

in regard to the validity of a possible archaeological component to the site. 
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This thesis will cover the evidence for a large body of scientific work surrounding the 

formation of bone quarry pseudosites similar to The Cerutti Mastodon Site and include 

articles deemed relevant based on similarity to The Cerutti Site both in the megafaunal 

(specifically probisidian) paleontological record and in modern observational studies of 

elephants. 

Using the formal published literature from both the sites proponents and its skeptics, 

along with formal scientific literature from the relevant but previously uncited field of 

bone quarry archaeological pseudosites, this thesis will then lay out a most likely 

scenario for the formation of the Cerutti Mastodon Site to compare against the coverage 

the site received in publicly available popular media. 

Media Coverage 

The Cerutti Mastodon site and the Nature letter describing it enjoyed significant publicity 

in both the formal science literature and the broader popular media. The media’s 

presentation of the site and its critics varied dramatically but tended towards a broad but 

careful support of the legitimacy of the site’s proposed archaeological component. The 

popular 

Its popularity within general popular media circles often included mention of site 

skepticism but also often presented the case with journalistic “two-sidedness” that was 
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unwarranted given evidence available. Some media went so far as to paint the Cerutti 

team as oppressed researchers of truth who had stumbled upon knowledge at odds 

with a powerful archaeological establishment. This thesis will look at selected media 

coverage of the site with an emphasis on articles selected for their popularity, 

association with organizations that imbue authority, or depth of analysis of the site. 

Analyzing The Public Interaction With The Site 

In order to assess the public’s interaction with the Cerutti Mastodon site, this thesis will 

first look at all of the formally published material on the site including the original Nature 

articles and the formal scientific critiques in the published literature. This will be the 

basis for the discussion of the formal literature on the site and will include all peer-

reviewed and published articles discussing the site’s status as an archaeological site as 

of March 2019.  

The thesis will then look at the surprisingly robust and overlooked scientific literature, 

not presented by either site proponents or site critics, for pseudosites in the 

paleontological record and evidence of similar non-anthropogenic modification of 

proboscidean bones in modern environments. This literature was selected based on 

descriptions of sites that are similar to The Cerutti Site in morphology, present similar 

evidence to the Cerutti Site, or otherwise impact the possible interpretations of The 

Cerutti Site. 
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Next, given all of the associated literature, this thesis will examine the most 

parsimonious explanation of the site’s origins in order to compare against the popular 

reporting of the site. This thesis will then look at the philosophical underpinnings of the 

basic disputes surrounding the site and evaluate the public reporting of the site to lay 

audiences. Following that, the thesis will examine who has benefited from the lack of 

public scrutiny of the site, how it could have been carried out better by all parties 

involved, who is responsible for the current state of affairs, how it could now be fixed 

and the possible unintended consequences of the reporting surrounding the site. 

The thesis will then conclude with a discussion of the unexpected findings encountered 

in the research and how papers like the original Cerutti Mastodon paper effect science 

more broadly. 
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Chapter 2: 

Review of the Literature 

The Story of the Cerutti Site 

The Cerutti Mastodon site is a paleontological site in southern San Diego that its 

discoverers believe has an archaeological component. The site was originally 

discovered by San Diego Natural History Museum paleontological monitor Richard 

Cerutti in 1992 during construction of the Interstate 54 Highway Sound Berm (Demere 

et all, 1995). Following a weekend of dirt grading activity to create the earthen sound 

berm Cerutti, working as a paleontological monitor on the construction project, noticed 

what would turn out to be the proximal end of a mastodon tusk in an area disturbed by a 

mechanical excavator’s bucket. 

He prevented further excavation in the area and, with assistance from the San Diego 

Natural History Museum staff, began excavating the site, eventually finding features of 

the site he considered odd including: a vertically oriented tusk (extending into layers 

below the mastodon’s in situ deposition), the mastodon’s two broken femoral heads 

clumped together, spirally fractured bone, fractured molar shards, and large chipped 

cobbles that Cerutti believed were used to smash open specific parts of the skeleton 

(Holen et all, 2017). 
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(Figure 1: Site Map from Holen et all, 2017) 

For the next 25 years, the San Diego Natural History Museum, led by Tom Demere, 

worked to examine and write up the site. After initially believing the site to be older than 

350,000 according to the original 1995 Paleontological monitoring report, in 2015 
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Uranium/Thorium dating returned a date of 130,700 years ago (+or- 9,400 years). 

Having teamed up with Dr Steven Holen from The Center for American Paleolithic 

Research in 2008 to continue working on site materials for formal description, a paper 

was submitted to Nature and published in April of 2017 claiming that the Cerutti 

Mastodon site was the oldest archaeological site in the Americas. 

The Original Cerutti Paper 

Dr Holen, acting as the paper’s lead author, submitted the group’s findings to Nature in 

2016. The letter to Nature outlining their findings and methods was approximately 1700 

words and it outlined the site constituents as well as the authors’ interpretation of those 

constituents, including the hypothesis that because of the incongruency with the known 

timeline of Homo sapiens out of Africa, the site was modified by an as yet unknown 

North American hominin. 

The letter’s summary is as follows: 

Evidence shows that the area of the mastodon site was a low energy fluvial 

environment with fine grained sand making up most of the soil matrix. It is this low 

energy environment that made the cobbles found in relation to the site stand out to the 

excavators. One of the two tusks was vertically oriented, with the distal end protruding 

into deeper strata. It was actually this tusk that the excavator bucket originally struck, 

revealing the skeleton in the first place. Regardless of this noted disturbance, the 
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paleontologists believed that this tusk was still mostly in situ and interpreted its vertical 

orientation into deeper (and older) strata relative to its original deposition as evidence of 

hominin modification. One of the lines of evidence they used to determine the tusk was 

not significantly disturbed by the heavy equipment was a thin accumulation of calcium 

carbonate on the ventral portion of the tusk, presumably occupying the gap that was 

created as the tusk was forced into these lower strata. Neither this tusk, nor the other 

one associated with the site, showed signs of any incised or percussion modification. 

(Figure 2: Vertically oriented tusk from Holen et all, 2017) 
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The skeletal bones themselves seemed to be in concentrations surrounding the site’s 

andesite and pegmatite cobbles. Both femurs and one molar seemed to be smashed 

while “fresh”, as indicated by spiral fractures to these remains. Both femoral heads were 

found together in one of the bone concentrations. Located near the bone concentrations 

are 5 Cobbles, and a few associated flakes detached from those cobbles that the 

authors feel are otherwise out of place in the low energy sandy matrix of the soil. They 

interpret three of these cobbles as hammerstones and two of these as anvil stones used 

to smash the bones into pieces, presumably for tool manufacture or marrow extraction. 

One of the andesite cobbles has nearby refit flakes, indicating it underwent kinetic 

stress in that specific area. 

The authors insist that the breakage of the bones shows characteristics indicative of 

human modification, including an impact notch, attached and detached cone flakes, and 

spiral fracturing. They insist that no Pleistocene carnivore could have crushed a 

mastodon femur mid-shaft and point out that there is no other evidence of carnivore 

gnawing. They point to the fact that the more delicate rib and vertebrae bones were 

unbroken while the heavier femurs were broken as signs that this was not a trampling 

event. 

They further argue that the presence of various sizes of bone together with the five 

large cobbles in the sandy silt matrix indicates that the fluvial process did not transport 

either the bones or stones to their current location. They believe that both femora were 
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broken near the location of one of the cobbles and the vertically oriented tusk was the 

result of purposeful placement by a hominin. 

The authors then review their radiometric dating information giving an approximate date 

of 130k, +- 10ky from exterior bone layers. They conclude that the dating of the site 

indicates… 

“an in situ archaeological association based on: a clearly 

defined and undisturbed stratigraphic context; comparative taphonomy; 

bone modifications like those produced by Paleolithic 

percussion technology and replicated by experimental archaeology; 

presence of hammerstones and anvils that exhibit use-wear and 

impact marks; and presence of rock fragments that can be refitted 

to breakage scars.” 

They acknowledge a complete absence of butchery marks on the skeleton and suggest 

that the processing was done for either access to bone marrow or to create bone tools 

from the smashed shards (known as a “bone quarry site”). 

They describe the broken cobbles and some of the bone fragments as having a calcium 

carbonate coating, indicating the breakages are not recent and thereby excluding the 

sound berm construction as a possible cause of the site’s constituents. While it is 
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unstated how long such a coating would take to form, the implication is that it could not 

have formed in the short period of time between when the heavy equipment was active 

on the site and when the site constituents were excavated. 

The paper then describes the bone flaking in relation to experimental archaeology that 

the authors conducted. The authors utilized two different elephant femurs, the first one 

being a fresh femur from an African elephant in Tanzania in which the femur was 

smashed with a hafted cobble and a wooden anvil. The second experiment was carried 

out in Colorado in which a much larger stone was used on a 3-year-old elephant femur 

that had been buried in anaerobic conditions, causing the bone to fracture as if still 

fresh. The authors concluded that the resulting bone shards from their experimental 

archaeology closely mirrored the spirally fractured bone shards found at the Cerutti 

Mastodon site. 

The Controversy and Established Science 

This paper almost instantly ignited controversy because of the multiple lines of 

established science that it directly contradicts. 

The first, and most obvious was the claim of the peopling of the Americas dating back to 

130,000 years ago. This claim contradicted archaeological evidence of the late 

Pleistocene occupation of the New World as well as the genetic evidence for the whole 
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of the Native groups of both North and South America separating from their east Asian 

cousins between 40,000 and 32,000 years ago and possibly becoming genetically 

isolated in the now submerged area known as Beringia for 10,000-15,000 years before 

migrating down into subglacial North America 17,000-25,000 years ago (Connie J. 

Mulligan & Emoke J.E. Szathmary, 2017). The authors circumvented this anticipated 

controversy with a seemingly more complex explanation: they proposed that a 

previously undiscovered New World hominin unrelated to today’s New World natives 

occupied the Americas 130,000 years before present. This obviously conflicted with 

existing research which has found evidence of hominins only in the Old World at that 

time and, until modern Homo sapien incursions 35,000-45,000 years ago, never in Artic 

areas that would have to necessarily be crossed to access a New World land route. The 

presupposition of a previously undiscovered species of hominins in a continent that had 

never had an endemic species of ape without clear evidence was taken by many in the 

fields of archaeology and human paleoanthropology to be unfounded. 

Further, many in the discipline of archaeology noted that the supposed archaeological 

site would not meet the minimum requirements of a formal archaeology site, even if it 

had fallen within the accepted timeline of human occupation. Firstly, there is no 

unambiguous direct evidence of hominid activity at the site. Secondly, the site does not 

look like known proboscidean processing sites throughout North America in the 

Holocene or similar processing sites in Eurasia during the Pleistocene (Gary Haynes, 

2017) It is also missing a few very telltale components of mastodon butchery sites 
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including cutmarks on the bones, flaked stone lithics, diagnostic bone tools, and 

processing hearths. The site also lacks even the simplest handaxe type tools that have 

been used to process animal carcasses dating back over a million years before the 

site’s creation and found in association with even the most basal hominins to leave 

Africa, Homo erectus (Braje et all, 2017). Seemingly, this technology would be the 

minimum tool technology any hominin 130,000 years ago would use to process an 

animal’s skeleton. 

Additionally, the site is not reflective of any known processing activity. There are no 

cutmarks on the bones, which is explained away by the authors as hominins coming 

across a stripped carcass and processing the remaining bones for either tools or to 

obtain bone marrow. The problem with these claims is that they go against both the 

available evidence at the Cerutti site and what it is known about these type of 

processing sites in general. Problematically, the only parts of the skeleton that the 

authors claim to have been smashed are the two femurs and a molar. Molars do not 

have marrow and so could not be processed for marrow extraction. And if the hominins 

were processing the skeleton for tool material they did not appear to take any of the 

molar material with them as the team reports an almost complete refit of the smashed 

tooth. Counter to evidence at diagnostic proboscidean bone quarry sites, the 

hypothetical North American Hominin at the Cerutti Site seemed to leave the most 

desirable tool material, the ivory tusks, completely unused and the most nutritious part 

of the skeleton, the bone grease, untouched (Michael Greshko, 2017). 
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Also, the author’s postulation that the vertically oriented tusk (extending into strata 

deeper than in situ elements of the skeleton) was purposely interred by hominins is also 

confusing as there would be no apparent purpose for a hominin to do this at a bone 

processing site and the force it would take to do so would be difficult to impossible for 

any known hominin without some form of substantial mechanical help (Patrick Ferrell, 

2019). Other areas in which proboscidean tusks are used by hominins for shelter 

construction do not resemble this technique as the proximal end usually rests on the 

ground with the distal end protruding into the air (Hoffecker et all, 2010). The paper 

does not postulate a reason or methodology by which any hominin would have 

performed this seemingly bizarre act. 

The Formal Scientific Rebuttals and Responses 

As was to be expected with such a controversial paper, the formal scientific rebuttals 

came quickly. Researchers who were far more familiar with the field of early American 

archaeology than the original paper’s authors (only two of the eleven of whom were 

archaeologists) replied curtly to a paper many of them saw as fatally flawed. And many 

of their criticisms were stinging critiques of paper’s obvious and not so obvious issues. 

But unfortunately, many of the criticisms themselves had inherent flaws. 
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The first major formal scientific rebuttal belongs to Gary Haynes of the University of 

Reno, who published his response to the Cerutti Mastodon paper entitled “The Cerutti 

Mastodon {Perspective}” in the June 2017 issue of PaleoAmerica, less than two months 

after the original paper’s publication date (Gary Haynes, 2017). 

Haynes brings up numerous issues with the original paper including tackling the claim 

made by the Cerutti Mastodon authors that the spiral fracturing of the bones necessarily 

happened when the bone was fresh. Haynes references both the Orleton Farms 

Mastodon site and the Inglewood mammoth site which shows evidence of spiral 

fracturing of ancient bones occurring during the modern excavation by heavy equipment 

and chastises the authors for not including a discussion of examples of these known 

sites. He continues by criticizing the assumption that some of the site’s constituents 

could not have natural origins. 

“The authors also neglect to consider other possibilities that 

could explain different features in the site assemblage. 

For example, one notch on a mastodon bone fragment’s 

fracture edge is thought to be too large for any Pleistocene 

carnivore to have produced, and therefore the 

paper’s authors attribute it to hammerstone impact – 

but another possible cause is point compression along 

the edge by sediment crushing.” 
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He further points out that the crux of the authors’ arguments for human modification was 

a logical fallacy, specifically an argument from ignorance postulating that because the 

authors could not think of another explanation for the site constituents, they must be 

anthropogenic. 

“A more inclusive awareness of alternative explanations needed to be 

demonstrated for the breakage and distribution of Bed E materials. Without this 

awareness, the paper’s claims are thus based on an argument from ignorance: 

the authors knew of no processes other than hammerstone impact that can break 

proboscidean bones as seen at the site, and it led them to conclude prematurely 

that hominins alone were responsible.” 

Haynes continues by pointing out the most obvious and repeated criticism of the site: 

the complete lack of flaked stone lithics or any diagnostic tools whatsoever. He also 

points out the lack of associated hearths and that the cobbles presumed to be expedient 

tools by the original authors could also have simply been sediment compressed cobbles 

related to heavy equipment movement. He notes the discrepancy between this 

supposed site and what is found at known megafaunal butchery sites throughout the 

world including the aforementioned cutmarks and stone tools; elements that 

archaeologists usually consider crucial for a designation of an archaeological site. His is 

also the only formal rebuttal that attacked the dating methods of the site. He notes a 
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dating discrepancy that the original paper noted but did not explain between different 

skeletal remains on the site. Further, he notes that the authors used the wrong water 

control sample for the uranium dating, making the results of the test inherently 

questionable. He also brings up the fact that the 1995 Paleontological monitoring report 

that Demere authored proposed far older dates (350kya) based on the strata and 

Haynes questions why this date is never mentioned or accounted for in the Nature 

letter. He also points out that the Cerutti Mastodon team’s theory of a migration via land 

following the American Bison migration from east Asia at 140,000 years ago would 

have, by definition, been a land route and left ample archaeological sites along the 

known ice-free corridor route. Because this ice-free corridor is in a known location, and 

because now-debunked archeological theories assumed the corridor to have been the 

entry point in which the ancestors of today’s Native Americans entered the Americas 

13,000 years ago, the areas have been thoroughly studied and no such sites have been 

found. Haynes is clearly critical of the site and does not feel that the site meets the 

minimum requirements of North America’s oldest archaeology site. 

The next formal response followed in July from San Diego State University 

archaeologist Todd Braje and Vanderbilt Archaeologist and early American archaeology 

expert, Tom Dillehay entitled “Were Hominins in California ~130,000 Years Ago?”, also 

published in the journal PaleoAmerica (Braje et all, 2017). Braje and Dillehay start their 

paper by outlining the four pieces of evidence that the original paper relies on to make 

the determination of an archaeological site: 
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“(1) archaeological evidence 

is found in a clearly defined and undisturbed geologic context; 

(2) age is determined by reliable radiometric dating; 

(3) multiple lines of evidence from interdisciplinary studies provide consistent 

results; and 

(4) unquestionable artifacts are found in primary context.” 

Unlike Haynes criticism, this paper explicitly does not contest the dating of the site and 

grants the Cerutti Mastodon authors the 130,000-year-old date uncritically. They do 

however, take issue with the idea that the existence of the site’s five cobbles could only 

be explained through purposeful human intervention. They raise the issue of a lack of 

information about surrounding geology and whether a nearby elevated cobble area 

could have seen the rolling of these cobbles downhill into the ancient streambed, the 

rolling possibly accounting for both their presence in the otherwise sandy matrix and the 

battering on the cobbles that the Cerutti Mastodon authors interpreted as hammerstone 

markings. Similar to Haynes, this paper also criticizes some of the underlying 

assumptions of the original paper, including the idea that because the Cerutti Mastodon 

authors’ experimental archaeology resulted in similar features as those seen in the 

Cerutti Mastodon site, that such activity was necessarily the cause of the site’s features. 

They accuse the original authors of the logical fallacy of Affirming the Consequence in 

assuming that because human intervention was a possible cause of the site, that it was 
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the only possible cause of the site. Braje et all then explore the possibility of the site’s 

constituents being created by natural and common practices like large mammal 

trampling. They further explore the bone and tooth breakage and chipping patterns and 

refute the claim that these are telltale evidence of purposeful hominin modification. They 

instead point out that this type of damage can be caused by trampling and has been 

documented as a known consequence of large mammal activity in shallow water areas 

in both modern situations and other paleontological sites. They even specifically 

address the original paper’s claim that the differential breakage patterns somehow rule 

out trampling as the cause of the breakage with a blunt and direct quote: 

“The fact that some bones within the stratum were broken while others were not 

has little or no value as an indicator of the potential archaeological nature of the 

locality” 

They also bring up the fact that hominins had been making diagnostic stone tools for 

more than two million years before the site’s radiometric date and that the area is 

surrounded by ample quality stone tool materials, so the lack of any tools in a large 

mammal processing site would be very suspicious. 

Critiquing the original author’s underlying philosophy again, Braje et all also assert the 

parsimonious adage, extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence and detail the 

lack of even moderate evidence for the claim asserted. They also mention the complete 
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absence of evidence for any hominins in the New World or even in northeast Asia at 

130,000 years ago and the strong archaeological record that does exist going back 

16,000-18,000 years ago in North America. They finish by bringing up the genetic 

evidence of the human occupation of the new world at 20,000-25,000 years ago, which 

fits with the archaeological evidence and brings up an overarching question that any 

legitimate site at 130,000 years old would elicit: where is the genetic evidence of these 

people and more substantially, where are all the other 130,000-year-old sites in the 

Americas? After all, if the Cerutti Mastodon team is correct, the individuals who created 

the site did not simply spring out of nowhere. They would have belonged to a 

community within a larger population within an even larger migration. This group would 

necessarily leave traces throughout the archaeological record across their areas of 

occupation, which at minimum would have to include Southern California and a route 

north from the ice-free corridor. No widely accepted archaeological sites have been 

discovered in sub glacial North America older than approximately 20,000 YBP. 

The third formal scientific refutation was the February 2018 rebuttal entitled “Contesting 

Early Archaeology in California” by Ferraro et all that was published in Nature almost a 

year after the original Cerutti Mastodon letter was published in the same journal 

(Ferraro et all, 2018). The “Contesting Early Archaeology” team starts by reasserting the 

same four lines of evidence presented that were addressed by Braje and similar to the 

Braje team, the “Contesting Early Archaeology” team also concedes the dating issue to 

the Cerutti Mastodon team. “Contesting Early Archaeology” points out the complete lack 
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of formal tools on the site and questions the validity of asserting the cobbles at the site 

are tools based primarily on proximity to the mastodon bones. Then, getting deep into 

the lithic analysis by Holen, the “Contesting Early Archaeology” team points out that 

none of the criteria Holen uses to define stone artifacts either requires prehistoric 

hominin involvement or meets the accepted criteria for falsifying natural geofacts. They 

then analyze the evidence of the bone fragments implicating agency by hominins and 

similarly dismiss the claims of necessary human modification. This team mentions both 

Haynes’ previously referenced Inglewood mammoth site and also The Waco Site, a 

strikingly similar but non-archaeological site in Texas. The Waco site included similar 

looking bone modifications including pseudo-notches, negative flake scars, partially 

detached flakes, incipient notches and bulbs of percussion. They assert that similar 

features, including spiral fractures are known throughout the fossil record back to at 

least the Triassic period and can happen either pre or post burial. Obviously, the 

implication of similar modification in the Triassic is that those Triassic sites are not the 

results of human modification. The team further points out that the very sites used to 

bolster the claims of human agency at the Cerutti Mastodon Site are themselves, 

heavily disputed by archaeologists. The team then looks at what is missing from the 

Cerutti Mastodon site that would otherwise be expected from a true archaeological site. 

Specifically, the Cerutti Mastodon site bone fragments lack the hammerstone striae 

and/or pits (HSSP) despite having good preservation of bone and plenty of remaining 

bone shards that should display them. They point out that experimental archaeology 

investigations indicate that 30% of the bone shards created by the suggested type of 
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modification should have HSSP but that HSSP is completely absent at the Cerutti 

Mastodon site. They point out that the lack of HSSP 

“…cannot be explained using current experimental models and contradicts the 

assumption of hammerstone-wielding hominin involvement in bone breakage.” 

They go on to question the ‘undisturbed’ context of the site and pointed out that the 

bones would have remained pliable and capable of spiral fractures for years in the 

anaerobic conditions of a sandy depositional environment and that for all of that time, 

they would have been subject to constant trampling by other large mammals that could 

have easily caused the spiral fractures seen at the Cerutti Mastodon site. The team 

further postulates that the mastodon remains could have sedimented in situ and then 

later been disturbed by heavy equipment, like what was seen at the aforementioned 

Waco and Inglewood sites. They conclude their criticism by pointing out that the Cerutti 

Mastodon site needs much better and more definitive evidence to call this an 

archaeology site. 

The Cerutti Mastodon team responded in Nature with Dr. Holen as the primary author. 

Holen contests many of the “Contesting Early Archaeology” team’s responses to his 

evidence including the possibility of a pre-existing alluvial fan that left the site’s five 

cobbles (Holen et all, 2018). He also dismisses the idea of the breakage being the result 

of recent heavy equipment activity in two different arenas. First, he contends that the 
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Waco site comparisons are inappropriate because the fractures noted there are not 

“true spiral fractures” and that comparisons to the Inglewood site are inappropriate 

because Holen believes that new evidence indicates that those spiral fractures are 

indeed ancient. But more than just dismissing each of the comparisons, he points out 

that the Cerutti Mastodon site differs because most of the Cerutti Mastodon materials 

are coated in calcium carbonate, including over their broken areas. Holen postulates 

that this process takes long amounts of time and therefore could not have occurred right 

before discovery. It is worth noting that Holen never postulates exactly how long this 

could have taken to accumulate but the tract home directly adjacent to the sound berm 

was built in the early 1970s, and presumably the materials could have been damaged 

by heavy equipment at that time, leaving a few decades between construction and 

discovery. 

The real disappointment of Holen’s reply is his refusal to address the possibility of 

trampling as the cause of the fractured bone. He simply reasserts in regard to trampling 

that “We have argued it incompatible with other site data.” This is especially frustrating 

to the process of scientific debate as the Cerutti Mastodon team’s original objections to 

trampling (that rib bones and vertebrae should not be preserved over limb bone and 

teeth) are just uncited assertions that are unsupported by the body of scientific literature 

on the subject. Holen proceeds to reassert what he considers to be the site’s strongest 

evidence, all of which are features of the broken bone: cone flakes, bulbs of percussion 

and an impact notch with an associated negative flake scar. 
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The last of the major formal rebuttals of the site that we will discuss was published by a 

land surveyor, Patrick M. Ferrell, who actually visited the now buried site in 2018 and 

published his research in March of 2019 (Patrick Ferrell, 2019). Ferrell did an in-depth 

dive into the construction history of the site, looking at records from Caltrans involving 

construction of the nearby housing development, the freeway, and the associated sound 

berm. After calculating the weight and number of trucks rolling over the buried skeleton, 

he concluded that construction activity was the likely cause of the fractured bone. 

“Taken as a whole, this evidence seems to indicate that Cerutti Mastodon281 

was recently forced into concentration 1 by the tires of the dump trucks crossing 

the Cerutti Mastodon site, which concentrated the weight of the trucks on the 

stone, thus breaking and scattering the bones there, and pulverizing their brittle 

pedogenic carbonate crusts.” 

Ferrell also disputes the ability of mechanically unaided hominins to vertically orient the 

tusk into lower strata in the first place noting: 

“In my capacity as a land surveyor, I have inserted items vertically in the ground, 

and do not accept the interpretation of the placement of this mastodon tusk. I 

have had to purposely place hardwood stakes two inches square and two feet 

long to mark property corners in sediments similar to those at the Cerutti 
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Mastodon site. This has to be accomplished by first making a hole nearly as 

deep as the stake is to be set using a two-inch-diameter pointed steel rod driven 

into the dirt, then removing the rod and replacing it with the wooden stake, which 

has to be driven to ground level using an eight-pound sledge hammer. The whole 

operation requires 12 or more blows of the hammer in the best of conditions. The 

actions of the mechanical excavator seem to be a simpler explanation for the 

vertical position of the tusk than human actions in prehistory.” 

Ferrell also revisited the site and noted that the exact type of cobbles that are presented 

by the Cerutti Mastodon team as out of place and mysterious in origin, occur directly 

adjacent to the site: 

(Figure 3: Cobbles present at site in 2018 from Patrick Ferrell, 2019) 
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Ferrell even made a starling new discovery within the old records of the site when he 

determined, by looking at excavation photographs that one of the supposed 

hammerstones, proposed hammerstone CM383 was actually found in a much higher 

strata than the bones themselves, making the likelihood that they were ever on the 

same surface level to begin with very doubtful. 

(Figure 4: CM383 located higher than associated skeletal fragments from Patrick Ferrell, 2019) 

The critiques of the site in the formal literature are varied and bring forth numerous 

shortcomings of the original paper. Elements of the criticisms, such as Ferrell’s notation 
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of a provenience problem with one of the hammerstones being considered part of the 

site despite sitting far too high in the stratigraphic sequence is an important criticism that 

demands an answer from the Cerutti Mastodon team. As does the fact that the 

mastodon molar could not have been processed for marrow and, if a complete refit is 

indeed present, also could not have been used for tool material (Michael Greshko, 

2017). Ferraro also has valid criticisms when he addresses the bone shards’ lack of 

HSSP and, of course, the same valid criticism made by all of the critics which is that the 

site mysteriously lacks formal diagnostic tools, cutmarks on the bones, hearths, or 

human remains (Ferraro et all, 2018). Most significantly, the suggestion of trampling as 

a likely origin of the site’s broken bones and stones mentioned by both the Braje and 

Ferraro teams is an incredibly important criticism that is not properly addressed by the 

Cerutti Team (Braje et all, 2017). 

The Problems With The Critiques 

The problem with these critiques taken as a whole is that the hypothesis that some of 

them argue for is a poorly substantiated argument that simply does not apply to the 

evidence at this site. The argument made repeatedly, from Haynes immediately after 

publication to Ferrell in 2019, is that the bone breakage was caused by modern 

construction activity, either during construction of the sound berm in 1992 or in the 

building of the adjacent housing tract in 1971 Gary Haynes, 2017; Patrick Ferrell, 2019). 

Both of these arguments are unsupportable given the evidence at hand. As was 
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reported in the original Cerutti Mastodon paper and then confirmed by visiting 

archaeologist Ruth Gruhn who was allowed to see the site constituents at the San 

Diego Natural History Museum, many of the bones and some of the stones are covered 

in thick layers of calcium carbonate including layers that cover the broken edges of the 

bone (Ruth Gruhn, 2018). The formation of this calcium layer is a process that is 

generally agreed to take centuries at the minimum and more commonly, millennia. 

Since the thick layers of calcium are covering the broken areas of the bones and stones 

in question, there is simply no way that modern construction activity could have caused 

such breakages. Every time a critic proposes the construction breakage hypothesis, 

they somehow fail to address the presence of these calcium layers that stand in direct 

contradiction to any modern breakage hypothesis. Unless the critics that support this 

argument can show some evidence of these thick calcium layers accumulating in the 

span of only a few decades, this argument is an invalid and fairly ignorant criticism of 

the original paper. This proposed narrative of a modern construction breakage scenario 

not only completely ignores the evidence at hand, it stifles legitimate criticism of the site 

and very reasonable alternate explanations of site formation by giving the Cerutti 

Mastodon Team an easy Strawman argument to shoot down every time any criticism is 

raised. Additionally, the proposal of this demonstrably false narrative then taints the 

otherwise legitimate criticisms raised in some of these papers and, by association, with 

future criticisms of the site. Unless an equally “groundbreaking” geology paper is 

published showing the ability of calcium to form in these thick layers over the course of 

two to three decades, the evidence is fairly clear in this case: these bones were not 
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broken anytime in the modern era. Any insistence on modern construction being the 

cause of the site’s formation has gone down a path that is actually more 

pseudoscientific than the original paper’s proposal of a previously undiscovered North 

American hominin. In this sense, many of the critics of the original Cerutti Mastodon 

paper, while trying with obviously good intentions of publicly noting obvious flaws in the 

Cerutti Team’s logic and evidence, have actually further muddied the waters of the 

broader story and ironically, contributed to the misinformation about the site while 

earnestly trying to best inform the scientific community about the nature of the site. To 

quote Gruhn’s brief paper on the matter: 

“The hypothesis of breakage of the bones by modern machinery is demonstrably 

unfounded – the breakage is indeed very old – and the discussion should move 

on to focus upon pertinent questions relating to this site, concerning explanations 

for the observed disposition of the bone fragments and associated lithics, the 

stratigraphic context of the site, and the dating.” 

The Problem With Archaeology 

In attempting to understand the potential validity of The Cerutti Mastodon Site, a lay 

skeptic must first understand some unique aspects of the field of archaeology. At the 

heart of this debate is a foundational problem in archaeological analysis. If an 

archaeological site is defined as broadly as possible, it can be called a place in which 
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evidence of past human activity is preserved (Kevin Greene, 1983). While this definition 

seems easy and straightforward, it is important to note that the standards of evidence 

by which experts in the field determine the presence or absence of human activity 

varies greatly. This is not a mere issue of subjective opinion differences, it is an 

unfortunate reality of a field of study that looks at very diverse types of sites with varying 

types of evidence that cannot always be directly compared across site-types. Differing 

factors, from the age of the site, the particular hominin that created it, the specific type 

of site, the site’s purpose, and the geographic location of the site all effect the type and 

quality of the evidence generally accepted for any given archaeological site. (Ian 

Hodder & Scott Hutson, 2003) This inherent subjectivity has led to a major issue in 

archaeology: the misclassification of pseudosites and pseudotools as legitimate 

archaeological sites and artifacts. 

Pseudotools are objects that appear to be culturally modified artifacts but are actually 

modified by non-human agents. These can come in multiple forms, the most common 

pseudotool noted both within and outside of legitimate archaeological sites are geofacts, 

or pseudotools created by natural geological phenomenon such as glaciation, freeze-

thaw cycles, erosion, hydrology or sediment compression (R. Lee Lyman, 1984). While 

mentioned much less commonly in the literature due to their relative infrequency, a 

pseudotool created by the activities of a non-human animal is referred to as a zoofact. 

Zoofacts can result from animals trampling, scavenging, clawing, rubbing, burrowing, 
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knawing, direct manipulation, or dropping objects from height (Neal Lopinot & Jack Ray, 

2007). 

Oftentimes pseudotools can look very similar to legitimate artifacts and in certain areas 

with the right types of lithic material (such as quartz) and the right natural processes 

(such as powerful hydraulic activity), they can be essentially indistinguishable given the 

limits of current archaeological investigation. It is even a frequent problem within the 

boundaries of legitimate archaeological sites when materials that may have been 

altered by humans or natural processes essentially get treated as likely or probable 

artifacts because it becomes a futile effort to distinguish each possible artifact from a 

possible geofact (Lubiniski et all, 2014). The unspoken rule of archaeology is that these 

materials usually get generally subsumed within archaeological sites whose status is 

cemented by more concrete evidence, such as diagnostic artifacts, but that sites are not 

declared based on the presence of this type of questionable material alone. 

The issue of pseudotools has haunted archaeology as a discipline for a long time. The 

later part of the 19th century and early part of the 20th century was associated with a 

great controversy involving the widespread discovery of an entire class of geofacts 

called eoliths in Europe. Eoliths were small chipped flint nodules that were believed to 

be rudimentary stone tools that were present in ancient Pliocene layers, hinting at 

Europe having an incredibly ancient human occupation dating back millions of years. 

The debate over the validity of these eoliths raged well into the 20th century before they 
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were eventually established to be natural geofacts that were unmodified by humans 

who we now know were confined to Africa for much of the time of the eoliths’ deposition 

(Roy Ellen & Angela Muthana, 2010). Interestingly in relation to modern geofact 

debates, it was mainly by comparison from actual Oldowan tools discovered in Africa 

from the same period that the eoliths were exposed as not having been modified by 

humans. 

Along the same lines, a pseudosite is an area that appears to have been altered by 

humans but is actually the result of non -human agents. These areas usually contain 

multiple pseudotools. One of the most famous examples of a pseudosite is the 

embarrassing quagmire that was the Calico Early Man Site in eastern California. The 

site was formally investigated by one of the founders of human paleontology, Louis 

Leakey in 1963. After investigating the site, he declared the presence of a 200,000+ 

year old human occupation of the Americas. More skeptical archaeologists, including 

his own wife Mary Leakey, pointed out that the ancient supposed artifacts were likely 

just a series of geofacts preferentially selected from an unusually dense assortment of 

easily fractured stone. The issue was further complicated by the presence of overlying 

Holocene archaeology sites in shallower strata that are absolutely archaeological in 

nature (Leakey et all, 1968). In this sense, the issue was not necessarily completely 

fabricating a site at Calico, but rather it was inappropriately assuming the non-

archaeological underlying deposits of a legitimate archaeological site had evidence for a 

very ancient human presence when they in fact did not. Leakey’s reputation never 
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recovered from the damage that The Calico Site did to an otherwise storied scientific 

career and the tale of Calico serves as a warning to young archaeologists to always 

skeptically analyze their assumptions about the status of an artifact based on initial 

appearance and the presence of other legitimate artifacts in a site. 

The concepts of pseudotools and pseudosites are important elements in archaeological 

training. While it is essentially impossible to replicate certain diagnostic artifacts through 

natural processes, many legitimate non-diagnostic artifacts have almost 

indistinguishable geofact counterparts and teasing out the differences between these 

pseudotools and artifacts is one of the primary jobs of a careful archaeologist (Lubiniski 

et all, 2014). Mistaking pseudotools for artifacts is a basic and fairly common Type One 

Error that occurs when researchers are not skeptical enough of dubious finds. 

A Surprising Discovery in the Literature 

In reviewing the formal literature on the subject, an objective observer seeking to 

determine the validity of the site must consider something that neither the Cerutti 

Mastodon site’s formal critics, nor the Cerutti Mastodon team themselves seem to have 

discussed. While the Inglewood and Waco mammoth sites were mentioned by the 

“Contesting Early Archaeology” team (Ferraro et all, 2018) and the Orleton and 

Inglewood sites were mentioned by Haynes (Gary Haynes, 2017), what seemed to 

elude all parties in this dispute is the fact that there exists a large and well-documented 
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field of literature describing pseudo archaeological “bone quarry” sites just like Cerutti 

Mastodon, Waco, and Inglewood and that these sites often date to before the evolution 

of hominins. It turns out that extensive evidence of similar sites exists throughout both 

the New and the Old world including the telltale spiral fractures that the Cerutti 

Mastodon Team believes to be so convincing. Papers dating back to the 1920’s 

describe similar proboscidean pseudosites that appear to have been culturally modified 

but are actually the result of routine taphonomic processes like trampling, erosion, 

geological pressures and other natural processes (N.C. Nelson, 1928). 

Many of these proboscidean paleontological pseudosites were originally interpreted as 

early archaeological sites because of the possibility of bone quarrying of large limb 

bones. When examined individually, each site appears to have elements of cultural 

modification until research teams looked at a broader sample group and found that 

smashed limb bones are not at all rare in the fossil record. In fact, it seems as if large 

mammal trampling, especially in the case of mammoth and mastodon sites, routinely 

leads to fresh limb bones smashed in a way that appears to be culturally modified, 

including spiral fractures (Myers et all, 1980). 

Tune et all took a critical look at just such a pseudosite in Tennessee known as the 

Coats-Hines-Litchy site (Tune et all, 2018). This pseudosite shares a striking number of 

similarities to the Cerutti Mastodon site. It is also a paleontological site containing a 

mastodon skeleton that was thought by the original researchers to be culturally 
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modified. It also had only non-diagnostic lithic materials that were claimed to be tools 

based largely on their close proximity to the skeleton. Through extensive analysis of the 

multiple phases of excavation at the CHL site and the materials that were unearthed, 

Tune et all show that there is no proof that this is indeed an archaeological site and it is 

most easily explained as a simple mastodon paleontological site. While focusing on the 

CHL site, the Tune team also addresses two other proposed LGM sites, Burnham and 

Topper (located in Oklahoma and South Carolina respectively). They find similar 

ambiguity and a telltale pattern in supposed LGM sites that becomes very prevalent in 

the literature on these types of pseudosites: 

“When comparing overall assemblages from potential pre-LGM sites, formal tools 

are absent…” 

Indeed, it would be surprising to find that while formal tool technology exists in all 

hominin lineages throughout the world at 130,000 years ago, no proposed LGM sites in 

the Americas have shown diagnostic tools in-situ. One would have to posit that every 

single pseudoarchaeological site in the western hemisphere during the LGM just 

happened to have the unfortunate luck of not containing or preserving the diagnostic 

tools, human remains, or hearth features that make the designation of an archaeological 

site certain. Tune et all directly address the Cerutti Mastodon site, along with two other 

bone quarry pseudosites in their discussion section, concluding that: 
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“Recent claims of pre-LGM occupation at the Cerutti Mastodon Site, California, 

as well as the La Sena site, Nebraska, the Lovewell site, Colorado, and others 

have been based primarily on bone breakage patterns and the position of faunal 

elements. Because both human and natural processes can create cut marks, 

spiral fractures, and percussion marks on bone, the evidence reported from 

these sites remains equivocal at best.” 

But the Tune Team’s analysis of these sites in 2017 did not represent a particularly 

novel discovery. In fact, the existence of a body of literature describing these types of 

pseudosites predates the Cerutti Mastodon team’s publication by decades. 

Moving even further back into the literature, by the late 1970’s more and more North 

American paleontological sites that were far older than the accepted entry time into 

North America by humans were displaying bone smashing that appeared to be similar 

to human modification. In a paper whose title is an ironic prediction of the Cerutti 

Mastodon Site’s proposed evidence 37 years later, Myers et all published a 1980 paper 

that tackled the already known issue of these anachronisms entitled “Spiral Fractures 

and Bone Pseudotools at Paleontological Sites” (Myers et all, 1980). 

In the paper, the Myers team takes an ingenious approach to answering the questions 

that arise from these sites. After noting that many pseudosites were popping up in 

relation to megafaunal paleontological sites, the team went back into paleontological 
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collections from the University of Nebraska from a time period of half a million years ago 

to seventeen million years ago, making sure to include sites dated to a time before 

hominins evolved in Africa between four and six million years ago. They looked through 

materials from sites far too old to have been modified by humans, analyzing the fossils 

for spiral fractures and bone pseudotools. This analysis turned up something quite 

surprising. Of the six sites sampled, all six diagnostically non-human sites had spirally 

fractured bones and pseudotools. 

(Figure 5: Bone pseudotools discovered in four separate paleontological sites from Myers et all, 1980) 
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In what is almost a prophesized rebuttal to Holen’s defense of the anthropomorphic 

nature of Cerutti Mastodon Site due to its presence in fine-grained fluvial sand deposits 

almost four decades in the future, the Myers team starts their discussion of spiral 

fractures and pseudotools by addressing the presence of these elements in all types of 

environments, including low speed sandy matrices that the yet undiscovered Cerutti 

Mastodon site would be found in: 

“The table suggests that the frequency of spiral fractures and pseudotools is not 

correlated with the maximum grain size of the matrix. Thus, transport of the 

bones was probably not a major factor in the formation of spiral fractures and 

pseudotools.” 

After finding that the frequency of spiral fractures among paleontological sites was 

“unexpectedly high”, the team did a less intensive survey of hundreds of other limb 

bones among the collections at The University of Nebraska state Museum and found 

that 

“…this breakage pattern is not at all rare in such fossils, regardless of age, and 

that spiral fracturing per se is therefore not a reliable indicator of human activity.” 

After analyzing the huge sample of bones for carnivore gnawing marks to indicate 

breakage due to standard marrow acquisition by large mammals, they found very little 
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evidence of the telltale gnawing marks on most of the bones and concluded that animal 

trampling was the likely cause in most cases. To back up this hypothesis, he references 

a 1967 Brain paper that: 

“described and figured bone pseudotools collected around the margins of a 

waterhole in the Namib Desert where bone breakage (including spiral fractures) 

and abrasion had been caused by repeated trampling by men and animals.” 

(Brain, 1967) 

Then, addressing the Pleistocene paleontological record specifically, he cites a 1977 

Saunders article that found: 

“spiral fractures in nine late Pleistocene mastodon and sloth bones from the large 

assemblage at Boney Spring, Missouri. He demonstrated that trampling by 

animals (probably mastodons) was almost certainly responsible for one of the 

breaks and suggested that the other breaks might have resulted from the same 

cause.” (Saunders, 1977) 

However, the evidence was not limited to just the fossil record. In a surprisingly 

serendipitous publication made long before the Cerutti Mastodon Site was known, a 

shockingly analogous situation was documented by someone who would later be one of 

the Cerutti Mastodon Site’s literal critics. 
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In 2006, the aforementioned Cerutti Mastodon critic Gary Haynes published an aptly 

titled paper in Radiocarbon entitled “Mammoths, Measured Time, and Mistaken 

Identities”(Gary Haynes, 2006). Haynes looks at the ever-increasing number of 

proboscidean paleontological sites in North America that are of an LGM or older 

timeframe but have been proposed as archaeological sites, often due to smashed limb 

bones as seen at the Cerutti Mastodon site. In this paper published 11 years before the 

Cerutti Mastodon paper, and two years before Dr. Holen even began working on the 

Cerutti Mastodon site, Haynes points out a modern example of elephant activity that 

produced essentially the same evidence found at the Cerutti Mastodon site: 

“Figure 4 shows a specimen collected in Zimbabwe during the studies of 

noncultural bone-modifying processes. The specimen-an elephant femur-has 

been spirally fractured by elephant trampling. The fracturing of this specimen is 

of the sort that might be mistakenly interpreted as the result of human actions, 

such as percussion fracturing of large limb elements. In fact, this type of 

modification and the end-effects of bending-failure shown in Figure 2 occur 

frequently in nature.” 

Haynes continues in his discussion of the presence of these pseudotools and pseudo 

sites with a comparison to a rather large sample size of modern elephant remains he 

worked with in a national park in Africa: 
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“Over the last two decades, I have examined over 700 dead elephants in the 

park, most of which had died of natural causes (drought, disease, intraspecific 

encounters, old age, etc.). At least five of the skeletons had bones modified in a 

manner that I am certain no analyst would be able to distinguish from the cultural 

creation of cutmarks or green-bone breakage. These five (and probably more) 

sites were deposited over a 17-yr timespan, making an input rate of about one 

per 3+ yr. If I use this rate to predict input per century, I come up with 34 sites per 

100 yr that will contain elephant bones easily mistaken for the products of human 

action.” 

Haynes then extrapolates the size of the park to the size of the United States and 

assesses the time period of most of the (then) known ambiguous proboscidean 

processing sites, which ranges over an 8,000-year period. He concludes: 

“-a reasonable expectation would be that there should be at least 16,000 

ambiguous sites in the United States from this interval…” 

While Haynes admits only a fraction of those sites would be both preserved, and then 

discovered by qualified personnel, it is also worth noting that if one were to extend that 

time period from Haynes’ 18,000-year-old date back to the 130,000-year-old date of the 

Cerutti Mastodon Site, assuming a linear relationship through time, one would expect at 
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least 240,000 such pseudosites throughout the United States over the given timeframe. 

Here it should be noted that these quarter of a million proboscidean pseudosites would 

be ones in which the natural taphonomic processes would indistinguishably mimic the 

expected cut and groove marks associated with megafaunal butchering, which is 

actually significantly better evidence for human intervention than is seen at the Cerutti 

site that completely lacks even these basic hominid butchery marks. 

Based on this number of non-anthropogenic proboscidean sites that we should expect 

to appear to have been modified by humans throughout the United States, it would 

actually be anomalous if we were not finding proboscidean pseudosites like Waco, 

Inglewood and Cerutti. 

In addressing some of the issues surrounding sites such as these, Lopinot and Ray 

published a 2007 paper in American Antiquity entitled “Trampling Experiments in the 

Search for the Earliest Americans” (Lopinot & Ray, 2007). In this paper, the authors 

study Asian elephants coerced to walk and trample across stone materials and show 

the inevitable production of lithic tool-like flakes, similar to the flaking and abrasion on 

the supposed stone tools found at the Cerutti Mastodon site. 
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(Figure 6: Experimental elephant trampling pit from Lopinot & Ray, 2007) 

They also postulate a method of material transport and a possible explanation for the 

smashed stones and bones similar to those that would later be reported at the Cerutti 

Mastodon site: 

“some behavioral aspects of proboscideans, such as their ability to use their 

trunks to pick up logs or rocks and toss them about, was perhaps manifested 

commonly in the late Pleistocene wild, just as they are in present-day captivity.” 

With an acceptance of even the most conservative of estimates that the literature 

details, the presence of spiral bone fractures and pseudotools at mastodon sites like the 

Cerutti Mastodon site seems not only routine, but completely predictable. Not only do 
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fractures just like those found at the Cerutti Mastodon site exist throughout the 

paleontological record at times that predate even the existence of hominins in Africa, 

work with current elephant models by Lopinot and Ray as well as Haynes actually 

observes the same materials being produced naturally in modern day elephant 

environments (Lopinot & Ray 2007, Gary Haynes 2006). Haynes even puts some 

mathematical extrapolation to the issue and gives us a shocking number of close to a 

quarter million highly convincing potential pseudoarchaeological sites that we should 

expect between the time the Cerutti Mastodon was living and modern times. 

We have good evidence that Haynes is right to assume that a significant amount of 

proboscidean pseudosites will be discovered, as many already have been. We have 

already discussed some of these pseudosites including The Inglewood Mammoth Site, 

The Waco Site, Coats-Hines-Lindsey Site, The Burnham Site, The Topper Site, and The 

Orleton Farms Site. However, the background literature on this subject indicates a 

significant amount of these sites exist, scattered throughout minor paleontological 

records and collections and a detailed study and documentation of all of them would be 

an interesting area for further research. 

Previous paleontological sites, modern trampling observations in Africa, and the 

literature surrounding taphonomic processes paint a picture indicating that the most 

unique thing about the Cerutti Mastodon site is not its site constituents, but rather the 

publicity and acceptance that this rather typical proboscidean pseudosite has received. 
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Chapter 3: 

The Public Interaction With The Cerutti Site 

The Likely Story 

It is worth reviewing at this point what the evidence indicates is the most likely origin of 

the Cerutti Mastodon site. Despite Haynes’ criticism, it seems a fair assumption to say 

that based on all of the evidence, there is a good likelihood that the 130,700 years old, 

(+or- 9,000 years) dates from the uranium series dating are likely correct. While initial 

estimates of the site’s age visa vi the strata documented in the 1995 Paleontological 

monitoring report indicate a date of 350kya, determining the age of depositional sites in 

fluvial areas using stratigraphy is notoriously difficult to do in a precise way (Tom 

Demere 1995). As such, even given the water sampling discrepancy notes by Haynes, it 

seems that the radiometric dating is a more precise methodology for determining the 

age of these bones than stratigraphic information alone. As such, the most likely 

scenario for the Cerutti Mastodon site’s origin begins 140,000 years ago to 120,000 

years ago on the overflow banks of a calm and low energy waterway. At some point, an 

individual mastodon died of unknown causes at or near the current location of the 

Cerutti Mastodon Site. After its death, its soft tissues were scavenged by animals that 

left no definitive markings on the bones, indicating they were neither hominins nor large 
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mammalian scavengers. Up until this point, there is essentially uniformity in the Cerutti 

Mastodon Site’s story between both the site’s proponents and its skeptics. It is at this 

point that the hypotheses of the two sides diverge. 

At this point, the Cerutti Mastodon authors contend that an unknown hominin or 

hominins came across the bones and smashed them open to access marrow or as 

quarry material for tools before the skeleton could be eventually covered by the sandy 

matrix of the waterway (Holen et all, 2017). Meanwhile, the scientifically parsimonious 

interpretation would instead speculate that as those bones slowly became covered by 

sand, they were also trampled by other large mammals attracted to the water. Perhaps 

even other mastodon individuals revisited and purposely manipulated the bones as 

modern elephants do. Or perhaps, as shown in modern research, the bones were 

shattered simply by the inadvertent stomping and tusk digging that modern elephants 

routinely exhibit around others of their own species, particularly at areas of water 

procurement like the stream found at the Cerutti Mastodon Site (Gary Haynes, 2006). It 

is possible that these very animals, or others that were visiting the watering hole, 

caused the cobbles found in the site to roll down into the waterway, maybe even in a 

rough enough manner to cause the minimal flaking and abrasion that was noted by the 

Cerutti Mastodon team. They may have even transported or thrown the cobbles into the 

site area, as is observed in modern elephant populations (Lopinot & Ray, 2007). 

Alternatively, the flaking could have been caused by the trampling itself, as is evidenced 

by the literature on such pseudotools at modern elephant sites in Africa. 
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While not at all necessary to produce the site we currently see, one could even make a 

fairly skeptical hypothesis that other mastodons, while manipulating the bones with their 

trunks, actually smashed the femur bones into those cobbles, as modern elephant have 

been observed smashing the bones of their dead into the ground on numerous 

occasions (Gary Haynes, 1988). This process may even account for the vertically 

oriented tusk with the distal end pushed into lower strata beds, a task much more 

feasibly done by a large proboscidean than a relatively small and light human (Patrick 

Ferrell, 2019). Even if we had direct evidence of the bones having been smashed into 

the particular cobbles at the site, which we do not, the mastodon manipulation 

hypothesis would be a much more parsimonious explanation than an unknown hominin 

somehow occupying a single area in San Diego 110,000 years before any definitive 

evidence of human occupation of the North American continent. 

Since there is evidence that bones buried in anaerobic conditions can still have spiral 

fractures when broken thousands of years after deposition (Gary Haynes, 2017) one 

could even postulate an admittedly unlikely scenario in which the Cerutti Mastodon 

skeleton was buried 130,000 years ago in anaerobic conditions and then uncovered 

10,000 years ago or so by the movement of the waterway, processed by the ancestors 

of today’s Native Americans, and recovered by deposition. While many of the fractured 

remains and cobbles have calcium carbonate coating on them indicating a modern 
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cause of the breaking is unlikely, such a coating may well develop after 10,000 years of 

burial in a fluvial environment. 

But such a complicated explanation is not even necessary, as there is no convincing 

evidence the that site had ever actually been manipulated by human hands until its 

1992 discovery by Richard Cerutti. The fact that sites like the Cerutti Mastodon Site are 

found all around North America dating at least into the Miocene indicates that not only is 

the Cerutti Mastodon Site not an archaeological site, it’s not even a particularly unique 

paleontological site. 

If you are to take the parsimonious opinion of the site skeptics, the question then 

becomes: what is the thought process that led to such a dramatic and public mistake by 

otherwise well-respected scientists? To answer that question, you have to understand 

the philosophical ideas that influenced the site’s discoverer, Richard Cerutti and the 

site’s lead archaeologist, Dr. Steven Holen. 

The Philosophical Underpinnings 

Richard Cerutti, a long-time San Diego paleontologist who who was influenced by one 

of the unfortunate superstars of southern California archaeology, Dr George Carter from 

the San Diego Museum of Man. George Carter was the student of the pioneer of San 

Diego archaeology, Malcolm Rogers. In the 19th and 20th centuries, Rogers almost 
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singlehandedly laid out the history of San Diego through extensive archaeological digs 

conducted from the Coronado Islands to the easternmost deserts of San Diego and 

beyond. He identified the main occupation periods and laid out the archaeological 

timeline for San Diego Prehistory that is still broadly accepted to this day (Paul Ezell, 

1961). He mapped, recorded, and dug thousands of archaeological sites in the greater 

San Diego area and served as the curator for The San Diego Museum of Man. 

George Carter was an apt pupil of Rogers from a young age but eventually a rift 

developed between Carter and Rogers over Carter’s belief that prehistory in San Diego 

was much older than solid archaeological evidence indicated. By interpreting some 

ambiguously battered rocks from approximately 100,000 years ago as tools and putting 

too much faith in early, less precise dating techniques, Carter became convinced that 

the prehistory of the new world, and specifically San Diego County, dated well into the 

Pleistocene. His influence, through his 1957 book, Pleistocene Man at San Diego and 

his 1980 book Earlier than You Think: A Personal View of Man in America as well as his 

lifelong passion for archaeological excavation throughout San Diego and his long 

association with San Diego State University gave him a folk status among San Diego 

State University students of the 1960s, 70s and 80s (George Carter, 1957, 1980). This 

philosophical basis had already made its way to Richard Cerutti before the discovery of 

The Cerutti Mastodon Site as is evidenced by the fact that prior to the discovery, Cerutti 

contributed to Michael Cremo’s now infamous pseudoscience/creationist book, 

Forbidden Archaeology, which postulated a much earlier and scientifically 
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unsupportable origin of humans in the archaeological record (Michael Cremo, 1993). 

Richard Cerutti didn’t just stumble upon a site that any skeptical archaeologist who 

believed they found a 130,000-year-old archaeological site in San Diego would call a 

mysterious anachronism; he found ‘evidence’ of what he already believed to exist. 

Dr Steven Holen was brought into the project in 2008. He initially found out about the 

site through a pseudoscience book describing another supposedly 250,000-year-old site 

in Mexico called The First American, The Suppressed Story of the People Who 

Discovered the New World, that mentioned the Cerutti Mastodon site (Christopher 

Hardaker, 2007). Holen is the Co-Director of The Center for Paleolithic American 

Research and a longtime proponent of an occupation of the Americas much earlier than 

accepted scientific evidence claims. Holen claims to have evidence of multiple sites 

dating back to between 18,000 and 40,000 years ago in the Great Plains and 

unsurprisingly, most of these sites are also not accepted by the broader archaeological 

community (Donald Grayson & David Meltzer, 2015). Many of these sites are shockingly 

similar to the Cerutti Mastodon site. They are all based on dubious claims of non-

diagnostic bone quarrying of proboscidean longbones that conveniently exclude telltale 

signs like flaked stone lithics, diagnostic tools, diagnostic cut marks, or processing 

hearths. To quote Donald Grayson and David Meltzer in regard to Holen’s claims of 

40,000-year-old Great Plains archaeological sites: 
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“…the kinds of bone breakage that Holen and his colleagues see as strong 

evidence for human involvement can, in fact, be produced in other ways.”) 

A review of these sites and of expert opinions of his evidence indicates that Dr Holen 

has built much of his career off of attributing, likely in good faith, natural proboscidean 

bone breakage to possible human agency without sufficient evidence. (Grayson & 

Meltzer, 2015; Michael Greshko, 2017) 

It is clear that like Cerutti, Holen has a predisposition to see human agency where other 

experts do not. It is also clear by his dismissal of trampling without relevant evidence, 

that he is inherently averse to more parsimonious explanations for the origins of these 

sites (Holen et all, 2018). 

However, the philosophical predispositions of Cerutti and Holen were not the only 

biases at work in the promotion and acceptance of the Cerutti Mastodon site. It is a well-

known phenomenon in journalism and psychology that sensational claims get more 

attention than non-sensational ones (Alberto Gabriele 2016). Claims of “overturning the 

status quo” or “rewriting history” tend to have inherent popularity. In general, novel 

discoveries tend to get more attention than conventional ones and one can be assured 

that the discovery of a fairly typical mastodon skeleton that shows routine evidence of 

bone trampling as seen on numerous typical proboscidean sites throughout North 

America would not have made the cover of many news outlets. In fact, we know this is 
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this case as the original discovery of the Cerutti Mastodon in 1992 did not get a write-up 

in Nature and was not splashed across the national media headlines. We as humans 

look for novel experiences and novel knowledge and we tend to prioritize that novelty, 

sometimes to the detriment of truth (B.A. Cohen, 2017). As a society, we almost 

inherently accept this tendency to publicize novel information, regardless of its validity, 

from our popular media outlets and we are therefore continuously warned to take 

popular news reporting of science with “a grain of salt”. But what is often less 

recognized is the fact that this tendency permeates the scientific literature, even at the 

highest levels of respected journals. Even those who accept the inherent social contract 

that science news gleaned from popular news sites should be scrutinized and not 

immediately accepted often believe that science news taken from the pages of Nature 

or Science are the gold standard of accepted scientific research (Julian Kirchherr, 

2017). This is a dangerous philosophical flaw, something akin to an ‘argument from 

authority’ fallacy that is granted to respected journals as a whole instead of just the 

repeatedly confirmed, peer-reviewed, and generally accepted work that is sometimes 

contained within those journals. Instead of evaluating the latest paper in Nature for its 

adherence to previous research, its acceptance in the community of researchers 

working in the field, and its ability to be replicated by independent groups, the public 

tends to use the mere fact that it was published in Nature as the gold standard of 

acceptability. This is a flawed concept that exists not only in the broad public domain, 

but among many in the scientific community as well. 
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Adding to the issue is another, related philosophical error that often manifests in the 

general public. Not only are novel discoveries overly publicized, but discoveries that 

seem to come from the arena of “repressed truth” have become increasingly popular 

with the spread of the internet (Joanne Miller and Kyle Saunders, 2016). Ranging from 

an unconscious bias to more readily accept paradigm-shifting discoveries made by 

groups considered “outsiders” or “renegades” to a startling broad acceptance of 

pseudoscientific conspiracy theories, there seems to be an inherent attraction to 

information that the public feels is nefariously kept from them and the upstart rebels that 

defy that convention (Michael Shermer, 2014). For many, the Cerutti Mastodon site 

represented the uncovered truth hidden away by mainstream archaeology. This view is 

propped up by Dr. Holen in at least one of his media interviews while addressing the 

criticism he has received from other archaeologists (Chris Webster, 2017). For a 

contingent of people, the Cerutti Mastodon site represented a modern chapter of the 

mysteries and conspiracies that populated mainstream pseudoscience texts like The 

First American, The Suppressed Story of the People Who Discovered the New World 

and Chariots of the Gods (Christopher Hardaker 2007; Erich von Daniken, 1968). With 

this history in mind, it is probably not a surprise that the Cerutti Mastodon site is one of 

the anchoring pieces of evidence to famous pseudoscience writer Graham Hancock’s 

latest book, America Before: The Key to Earth’s Lost Civilization (Graham Hancock, 

2019). 
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One of the elements of this story that gets misinterpreted by everyone from the lay 

public to Demere himself is the concept that extraordinary claims require extraordinary 

evidence. In a rebuttal to questions asked of him during a public talk on the Cerutti 

Mastodon site, Demere countered with the idea that this site would likely be generally 

accepted by skeptical archaeologists if it lay within the past ten thousand years. While 

that hypothetical assertion may or may not be true, the concept that seems to be 

missed by the Cerutti Mastodon team proponents is that their claims of a previously 

undiscovered North American hominin managing to live in the New World for thousands 

of years without leaving any diagnostic evidence and whose existence could only be 

inferred through sites that perfectly mimic natural processes, is an extraordinary claim. 

Such claims have a philosophical burden of proof much greater than non-extraordinary 

claims as non-extraordinary claims, by their very nature, are already supported by a 

large body of accepted scientific work. Finding a potential archaeological site within the 

known human occupation of an area is an uncontroversial possibility because we have 

reasonable, straightforward, and evidence-based explanations for the basic processes 

of that site formation. However, finding a potential archaeological site 100,000 years 

before the known human occupation of an area is a controversial possibility because we 

have no reasonable, straightforward, or evidence-based explanations for the basic 

processes of such a site’s formation. Furthermore, it raises questions that would 

subsequently have to be answered about the unlikely absence of other sites associated 

with such an occupation anywhere else on the continent. Holen’s career seems to have 

been made by interpreting paleontological sites as potential archaeological sites while 
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giving no explanation why these sites just happen to be completely devoid of the 

diagnostic evidence that is otherwise found at known sites around the world at the same 

time. In order to believe this early occupation of the Americas hypothesis, one would 

have to believe that either the hominins that made it into the New World somehow lost 

all diagnostic tool technology (and only diagnostic tool technology), lost the mastery of 

fire that had existed for hundreds of thousands of years, abandoned flaked stone lithic 

technology even in areas of quality lithic material, and that each and every individual of 

the species managed to die in precisely convenient ways so as to avoid their skeletal 

remains ever being found. Each of these claims in and of itself would be an independent 

extraordinary claim and wrapping them up together, the claims of the Cerutti Mastodon 

team would require incredibly extraordinary evidence. A paleontological site 

indistinguishable from other natural proboscidean trampling sites does not seem to 

meet this burden of proof. 

Furthermore, in expecting this site to be accepted with such ambiguous evidence, the 

Cerutti Mastodon team is engaging in broad form of special pleading. They are asking 

that the usual barrier of archaeological site acceptance, the unequivocal evidence of 

human modification, be relaxed for this particular site. They seem to propose that the 

multiple lines of circumstantial evidence of human modification is enough to justify the 

designation of an archaeological site. However, to quote an old scientific adage “the 

plural of anecdote is not data” (Kenneth Kernaghan 1982). 
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The Popular Science Coverage 

The Cerutti Mastodon Site was one of the biggest popular science stories of 2017 and 

made national headlines across the popular news media. It was an overwhelmingly 

popular science news story that was widely reported throughout the United States and 

beyond. These popular news reports vary in detail, quality, and scrutiny but it is worth 

analyzing a few examples of popular news reporting of the site in order to determine 

how this site was presented to the public so as to determine the lasting effects of such 

public interactions with science. 

Because of the immense popularity of the story, there are literally hundreds of articles 

written about The Cerutti Mastodon Site for popular media so a comprehensive review 

of all such articles would not be practical here. Instead, the focus will be on the most 

highly visible articles, especially those published in trusted media outlets with 

substantial audiences, publications that have inherent authority based on reputation and 

then lastly on popular news sources that took a particularly detailed look at the story. 

The first detailed popular science article to be considered was published the same day 

as the Cerutti Mastodon team’s original publication in Nature. This write up by science 

reporter Dan Vergano was published in Buzzfeed on April 26, 2017 and addressed the 

site’s claims with surprisingly strong and caustic criticism (Dan Vergano, 2017). The 

story includes a rather incendiary comment by archaeologist Donald Grayson that 
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undoubtedly captured the sentiments of many archaeologists reading the Cerutti 

Mastodon team’s original paper: 

“I have read that paper and I was astonished by it. I was astonished not because 

it is so good, but because it is so bad.” 

The article goes on to list legitimate criticisms of the site including the genetic evidence 

for the peopling of the Americas, the lack of diagnostic artifacts, and the argument from 

parsimony. However, the article then veers into the same critical dead end that had 

been proposed by formalized criticisms already reviewed when Gary Haynes was 

quoted to give an alternate explanation of the site formation: 

“The paper states that bones were being exposed by a backhoe. These pieces of 

heavy equipment weigh seven to fifteen tons or more, and their weight on the 

sediments would have crushed bones and rocks against each other.” 

As previously addressed, this criticism falls flat in light of the calcium carbonate build up 

on the bone and stone fragments and postulates a needless anthropogenic explanation 

for a known natural phenomenon. 

Another popular science article that brought the Cerutti Mastodon site to the public’s 

attention was published on the same day by the giant of US popular news reporting, 
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The New York Times. This article, entitled “Humans Lived in North America 130,000 

Years Ago, Study Claims”, written by science writer Carl Zimmer, also cites the caustic 

Grayson quote but the article as a whole seems much more measured (Carl Zimmer, 

2017). Zimmer also quotes another archaeologist, Vance T. Holliday: 

“They present evidence that the broken stones and bones could have been 

broken by humans. But they don’t demonstrate that they could only be broken by 

humans.” 

Zimmer goes on to describe the known history of the occupation of the Americas, the 

evidence for that history and why the site stands in contrast to it. He does, however, 

give credence to the possibility of the site being legitimate even going so far as to speak 

with Paleogenticist Beth Shapiro whose recent work details the migration of the 

American Bison from Asia to North America across the Bering Land Bridge 135,000 

years ago and reporting this tantalizing quote: 

“There is no reason to suspect that a human group could not have done the 

same.” 

Zimmer finishes the New York Times article with a quote from the Cerutti Mastodon 

team’s Demere: 
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“We could be wrong. But people have to be open to the possibility that humans 

were here this long ago.” 

In probably the most detailed popular news article regarding the site and also published 

simultaneously with the April 26th Nature article, Michael Greshko published an article in 

National Geographic entitled “Humans in California 130,000 Years Ago? Get the Facts” 

(Michael Greshko, 2017). Greshko starts the article with a quote from Demere regarding 

the claims of the site being archaeological in nature. 

“I realize that 130,000 years is a really old date and makes our site the oldest 

archaeological site in the Americas. Of course, extraordinary claims like this 

require extraordinary evidence, and we feel like the Cerutti mastodon site 

presents this evidence.” 

But Greshko proceeds to acknowledge that: 

“However, many of the world’s leading experts in American archaeology already 

have expressed some form of skepticism to the paper’s claims. Some have 

rejected it outright.” 

Greshko goes on to give a fairly detailed history of the site’s discovery and curation. He 

also includes quotes from experts in the field such as Tom Dillehay: 
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“For one, the paper doesn’t satisfyingly rule out the possibility that natural 

processes carried the large rocks to the scene. Nor does it fully rule out the 

possibility that wear patterns on the stones were a result of rocks bumping 

against one another in a stream. When you put the total package together, 

there’s certainly more evidence to reject than accept it.” 

He also quotes archaeologist David Meltzer: 

“It’s not impossible that human history in the Americas is older than currently 

thought. But to prove it, you cannot take broken bones and nondescript stones to 

make the case, not without demonstrating that nature could not have broken 

those bones and modified those stones.” 

Most importantly to the criticism of this site in particular, in reference to the missing 

diagnostic tools that are otherwise present at legitimate large mammal archaeological 

sites, Greshko cites archaeologist Jim Adovasio: 

“They make a statement that the {evidence at Cerutti} is consistent with many 

other sites. Well, I’m sorry, it’s not-that just isn’t simply true.” 
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The most damning quote in this series of expert criticisms, and one that seems to be 

almost completely ignored in the Cerutti team’s responses to the criticisms of the site 

comes from archaeologist Andy Hemmings in regard to the supposedly purposely 

shattered mastodon tooth: 

“Everything that’s broken was still there, so it wasn’t mined for tools, and you’re 

certainly not getting marrow out of the bone of a mastodon tooth. So, what 

exactly is supposed to have gone on?” 

It should be noted that this criticism from Henning is an incredibly strong argument 

against purposeful modification since the tooth represents one-third of the skeletal 

features proposed by the Cerutti Mastodon team to have been purposely modified. If the 

Cerutti Mastodon team is proposing a site of processing for bone marrow extraction, the 

tooth does not fit their evidence. If they are proposing a site of tool material quarrying, 

then the fact that the molar refits with all its component pieces does not fit their 

evidence. And if one-third of your evidence for purposeful modification has no purpose, 

then the other two-thirds of it appears much more random and much less purposeful in 

that light. 

Geshko goes on to examine the multitude of possible bone smashing candidates and 

the history of the study of occupation of the Americas. He lends some credence to the 

Cerutti team’s theory by drawing a not-so-subtle connections between the Cerutti 
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Mastodon Site and the revision of the Clovis-first model but counters it with some 

equally plain comparisons to the now discredited ancient Calico site in eastern 

California. The overall tone of the article is skeptical, while leaving the interpretation of 

the evidence up to the readers. 

While almost every major news outlet covered the story in one way or another over the 

next few weeks, the next major write-up of the site in popular media came in December 

of 2017 by Thomas Curwen of the Los Angeles Times (Thomas Curwen, 2017). It 

should be noted that Curwen is listed as an “Outdoors” reporter by The Times and is not 

affiliated with their Science Department. Curwen’s eye-catching title “Archaeology as 

blood sport: How an ancient mastodon ignited debate over human’s arrival in North 

America” looks at the site from the perspective of Cerutti himself, positioning the 

paleontologist as a dogged researcher fighting against the grain of the scientific 

establishment. 

“The lack of consensus frustrated Cerutti. He knew that the San Diego museum 

supported the work, but he had also heard that some of his colleagues were 

saying he had been “out in the sun too long.” So, who were the first Americans? 

The answer, he feared, would have less to do with science than blood sport.” 
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The article went so far as to insinuate that experts in the field agreed with Cerutti but 

knew the “truth” would be held back from the public by some ominously powerful cabal 

of archaeological elites. 

George Jefferson, former associate curator of the Page Museum in Los Angeles 

and district paleontologist for the California State Parks, was blunt: The 

archaeological community was not ready for such an unsettling claim of antiquity. 

“Keep it under wraps,” he said. “No one will believe you.” 

Unsurprisingly, the article touches on the critical claims of other archaeologists without 

addressing the inherent issues with the site itself and spends more time detailing the 

personal aspects of Cerutti’s life than it does analyzing the legitimacy of the scientific 

criticisms of the paper. The article ends like an episode of a Spaghetti Western with the 

battle-hardened hero riding off into the sunset to continue the fight for good: 

“Thomas Kuhn, the scientist-philosopher who wrote “The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions,” said “normal science” dominates discourse until anomalies arise 

that normal science can no longer address. The result is a shift in thinking that 

ushers in a new era of understanding. 

Deméré and Holen think the study of early man in the New World has reached 

this point. 

Richard Cerutti is betting on it.” 
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The last major source of public reporting on The Cerutti Mastodon Site that needs to be 

addressed comes directly from the San Diego Natural History Museum itself. Their 

website has an extensive and detailed series of pages dedicated solely to The Cerutti 

Mastodon Site including Frequently Asked Questions, the background to the Cerutti 

Mastodon Story, a timeline of events regarding the site, and numerous links to articles 

related to the site (www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-mastodon-discovery/). 

The information presented by the San Diego Natural History Museum’s website does 

include some brief discussion of the skeptical view that archaeologists hold of the site, 

but it disproportionately sides with the Cerutti Mastodon Team’s opinion of the site 

having an archaeological component. Some of the narrative addressing the site 

components is blatantly uncritical: 

“The bones, tusks, and molars, many of which are sharply broken, were found 

deeply buried alongside large stones that appeared to have been used as 

hammers and anvils, making this the oldest in situ, well-documented 

archaeological site in the Americas.” 

The website’s section of the dispute between critical archaeologists and the Cerutti 

Team curiously does not include the evidence and arguments from site critics, but does 

have multiple quotes from Dr Holen and Dr Demere, including a quote from Demere that 

is in response to site critics: 

www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-mastodon-discovery
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“Healthy skepticism is the foundation of good science, and the publication of this 

discovery is the beginning of a scientific debate, which I welcome and 

encourage,” said Deméré. “What I didn’t expect was the reluctance of scientists 

to engage in a two-way conversation to objectively evaluate our hypothesis.” 

This quote is particularly interesting given that, as covered in Chapter 2, there was and 

is a continued dialogue in the formal literature between the Cerutti Team and critics of 

the site (Holen et all, 2018; Gary Haynes 2017, 2018; Ferraro et all, 2018). Ironically, it 

could be argued that the one place that does show a reluctance to engage in such a 

two-way conversation is the San Diego Natural History Museum’s website which seems 

to minimize site criticism and paint a false dichotomy of a professional archaeological 

community that is equally split between site supporters and site critics. It is clear from 

the literature that the archaeological community, especially in relation to specific experts 

in early American archaeology such as Haynes and Dillehay, are overwhelmingly critical 

of the Cerutti Mastodon Team’s claims (Gary Haynes, 2017, Braje et all, 2017). 

So how has this site, whose legitimacy is questionable at best among the 

archaeological community, become such an uncritical public relations bonanza? How 

did a site seen as so controversial among experts become so quickly accepted in 

mainstream media? 
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How Was This Accepted? 

The first element to the story of the site’s popularity is fairly obvious and the basis of the 

story’s initial popular acceptance: the prestige of the journal it was originally published 

in. While the vast majority of the public does not directly read academic journals like 

Nature the prestige of this longtime flagship scientific journal, and the confidence that 

scientists themselves put into it, is easily transmitted to the broader public (Julian 

Kirchherr, 2017). Undoubtedly, hearing that this research was peer-reviewed and 

published in Nature by a Ph.D. archaeologist (Dr Holen) and the head of the San Diego 

Natural History Museum (Tom Demere) gave automatic credence to the story for many 

laypeople and likely, many scientists outside of archaeology as well. The fact that the 

responses by more qualified archaeologists were not publicized nearly as much as the 

original story likely left much of the public feeling as if the claims were completely 

uncontested or even broadly accepted in the archaeological community. 

This inherent authority was further buoyed by the support of the San Diego Natural 

History Museum and the involvement of not only the site’s discoverer, Richard Cerutti, 

but also the head of the museum and primary advocate for the site having an 

archaeological component, Tom Demere. In addition to the museum’s involvement in 

finding, describing, and promoting the site in scientific papers and the media, the San 

Diego Natural History Museum also opened an exhibit displaying the elements of the 

site to the public. Both the in-museum exhibit and the information about the site on the 
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museum’s website make little mention of the controversial nature of the site’s 

archaeological claims and no mention of the decades of published research describing 

similar, non-cultural paleontological sites (https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-

mastodon-discovery/). 

A look into the popular reporting of the site, especially around the time of its 

announcement to the public, shows a cautious but generally broadly accepting nature of 

the writing towards the site’s status as an archaeology site. Frequently, as is the case in 

the Los Angeles Times article, the controversy surrounding the archaeological nature of 

the site is framed as an “old guard” of archaeological elites who are stuck in their ways 

and unaccepting of new evidence (Thomas Curwen, 2017). Rarely does the popular 

reporting address all the details of why the site is widely rejected as an archaeological 

site by experts in the field and no mainstream reporting that is currently available even 

mentions the fact that numerous similar, diagnostically non-archaeological 

paleontological sites are known throughout the literature. The site is presented as either 

completely legitimate, or at the very least, a completely unique and otherwise 

unexplainable anomaly in the paleontological record. The reality of the site being a fairly 

mundane example of a North American proboscidean pseudosite is completely 

unmentioned in popular reporting on the topic. 

Ironically for those who value top tier peer-reviewed journals over informal online 

opinion pieces, the best documentation of the site’s faults come not in the rebuttals by 

https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti
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industry experts published in Nature nor the publications in popular media but rather in 

an obscure archaeology blog that detailed not only the shortcomings of the paper itself 

but also the philosophical foundation that The San Diego School laid long before the 

site’s discovery. 

The Least Expected Best Critic 

In his blog Archeothoughts, archaeologist Andre Costopoulos of The University of 

Alberta lays out the existing evidence for the Cerutti Mastodon site, the problems with 

that evidence, and much of the background philosophy that led to the current state of 

affairs over the course of at least six detailed blog posts 

(https://archeothoughts.wordpress.com). It should be noted that including the original 

Cerutti Mastodon authors, the Nature peer-reviewers, The San Diego Natural History 

Museum, the site’s formal critics in the scientific literature, the site’s informal critics 

online, and the numerous popular news journalists who covered the story, this one 

independent archaeologist seems to be the only individual to truly examine the real 

implications of the evidence and the philosophical biases that led to the current state of 

site acceptance. With blog titles such as “The Cerutti Mastodon at theNAT: a failure of 

critical thinking” and “Equifinality and the burden of proof in archaeology. The Cerutti 

Mastodon site round 2” Costopoulos manages to tell a more complete story about the 

complex nature of this public science communication failure than literally all of the site’s 

other formal and informal critics combined. 

https://archeothoughts.wordpress.com
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“In order to accept a claim that humans produced the Cerutti Mastodon site 130 

000 years ago, it is important to either rule out these simpler alternative 

explanations (to deal with equifinality), or to produce evidence of other, 

unequivocal human activity at the site, such as structured hearths, or formal, 

curated tool assemblages (none of which are present).” 

He is the only public source on the Cerutti site to detail the history of The San Diego 

School and Carter’s influence on discoveries like this as well as the problematic 

backgrounds of both Cerutti and Holen that led to the Cerutti Team’s interpretation 

errors. He even notes that shortly after publication of the 1995 Paleontological 

monitoring report, Carter actually (mis)cited the Cerutti Mastodon site in his work. 

“Within a year, George F. Carter (1996:108), a hyperdiffusionist, San Diego 

School pioneer, and a long-time leading advocate of the human presence in the 

last interglacial in the San Diego area, cites Richard Cerutti’s field notes and 

photos in support of his contention. He references notes on a “mammoth site”, 

but the timing and reported location (“Oceanside”) argue strongly that he is 

referring to what we now call the Cerutti Mastodon site.” 

As large failures in public science communication such as the promotion of the Cerutti 

Mastodon site become more common, the fact that all of the formal checks and 
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balances designed to prevent the misreporting of science to the public failed whereas 

an obscure blog succeeded should give us pause in automatically accepting respected 

peer-reviewed journal articles over informal online posts. Apparently, in the modern 

world of science communication, when the world’s most respected journal, peer-

reviewers, a large institutional museum, formal scientific critics, and countless 

journalists all fail to prevent the complete story from being told to the public, the 

bloggers are the ones who step up and provide the criticism the public needs to come to 

reasonable, scientifically-supported conclusions. 
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Chapter 4: 

Analysis 

Who Benefitted? 

After analyzing the science behind the site, its formal criticisms, and the reporting (or 

misreporting) of it to the general public, it would be a fair inquiry to analyze who 

benefited from the spread of misinformation, or at least a lack of skeptical analysis, 

surrounding the site. It should be noted before this topic is explored that the fact that a 

particular individual, group, or organization benefited from public misinformation does 

not mean that they necessarily acted in bad faith. Because of the complicated nature of 

the issue, the technical skill involved in evaluating the claims, and the limited time any 

particular party has to assess the materials in question, the courtesy of an assumption 

of good faith intent should be extended to any and all parties involved. In this sense, the 

recognition of benefit from misinformation should be distinct from an assumed intent to 

mislead. 

The first and most obvious beneficiary of the lopsided reporting of the site is that of the 

Cerutti Mastodon team, including the discoverer Richard Cerutti, the head of the San 

Diego Natural History Museum Tom Demere, and Lead Archaeologist Dr. Steven Holen. 
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The team gained worldwide notoriety and both Demere and Holen participated in 

numerous media interviews and public talks (https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-

cerutti-mastodon-discovery/). The inherent esteem with which the journal Nature is held 

and the particular notoriety that this specific paper received rocketed all three men to 

celebrity status in scientific circles and, to some extent, among the general public. 

Demere and Holen specifically benefitted from grants awarded to the San Diego Natural 

History Museum to study and report on the Cerutti Mastodon site and both have 

enjoyed ample opportunities for current and future speaking engagements in relation to 

the discovery. 

A second, but related beneficiary would be the San Diego Natural History Museum 

itself, which has gained an immense amount of free publicity, the notoriety of being 

involved in a major groundbreaking discovery, financial grants related to the discovery, 

and increased admissions to the museum for its display exhibit and public talks. Tickets 

to the live talk that the museum hosted after the initial announcement sold out in less 

than a day. The live exhibit itself drew lines out the door by people who, by the very 

nature of their interest in such topics, are likely somewhat scientifically literate 

(https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-mastodon-discovery/). This crowd of 

scientifically curious members of the public not only benefits the museum in terms of 

their one-time admission but in their propensity to revisit that museum and interact with 

their programs in the future. The San Diego Natural History Museum didn’t just get a 

https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-mastodon-discovery
https://www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the
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successful exhibit, they received long-term free advertising which they continue to 

benefit from. 

(Figure 7: San Diego Natural History Museum online materials) 

Another beneficiary, and one that researchers are hesitant to criticize, is the journal 

Nature, who benefited both from the original publication and from the subsequent back 

and forth exhibited. Like any business, Nature profits from its popularity among the 

general public. While Nature was obviously well known long before the Cerutti 

Mastodon Site’s publication, this particular story funneled a tremendous amount of 

people to the April 2017 publication. The subsequent rebuttals and re-rebuttals (as 

detailed in Chapter 2) continued to produce notoriety, attention, and accompanying 

fiscal benefit for Nature with the controversy itself becoming a profit margin for the 

world’s leading scientific journal. While the motives of the journal editor cannot be 

inferred from the final product, it should be noted that unfortunately, publishing 
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purposefully controversial papers is certainly in the best interest of notoriety and profit 

for any journal that, like Nature, charges for access to its materials (Julian Kirchherr, 

2017). 

How Should it Have Been Done? 

The question then becomes, if the formal scientific criticisms and informal science 

reporting were not carried out correctly, how could it have been done properly? The first 

answer to that obviously lies with the Cerutti Mastodon discovery and reporting team 

that failed in its due diligence responsibilities. If the San Diego Natural History Museum 

truly believed it had an archaeological site on its hands in 1992, then it should have 

immediately involved qualified PaleoIndian archaeologists in the excavation and 

reporting process. Specialists in early American archaeology should have been called 

out to analyze the site in-situ and assist in processing the site. Even if expert early 

American archaeologists were unable or unwilling to be involved in the excavation, local 

archaeologists with specific expertise in San Diego PaleoIndian sites could have been 

brought in to perform a more objective excavation and recording of the site. Even after 

this misstep, the San Diego Natural History Museum could have sent their 1995 

Paleontological report to experts in early American archaeology or presented their 

research independently at any of a number of archaeological conferences in which 

qualified professionals could have helped them. Both the Society for California 

Archaeology and The Society for American Archaeology have annual conferences that 
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allow non-archaeologists to present research to an audience of qualified archaeologists. 

Had they taken advantage of such readily available resources, the Cerutti Team would 

likely have been informed of the numerous possible natural explanations for the site 

formation. 

The next misstep from the Cerutti Mastodon team was accepting the unilateral 

involvement of Dr. Holen, a researcher who is known for fringe beliefs and 

unsubstantiated claims of early American sites (Michael Greshko, 2017). Dr. Holen’s 

involvement, 15 years after the site was reburied, meant that his expertise as an 

archaeologist had no authority over any other archaeologist who looked at the materials 

housed at the San Diego Natural History Museum because Dr. Holen was not present 

for and had no exclusive knowledge of the excavation. This means that if the San Diego 

Natural History Museum wanted to actually authenticate the site, they would have lost 

nothing by bringing in a counter evaluation by accepted experts in the community like 

Tom Dillehay or Gary Haynes, as neither Dillehay nor Haynes nor Holen would have the 

added expertise of having seen the site in-situ. It appears from the outside that the 

inclusion of a fringe theorist without specific experience to the site, and the subsequent 

lack of a more critical evaluation by qualified personnel indicates that whether by 

purposeful obfuscation or unintentional confirmation bias, the San Diego Natural History 

Museum engaged in an uncritical reassertion of an unsubstantiated claim. 
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It is also clear that the San Diego Natural History Museum could have acted in a better 

manner. Allowing the museum to become the uncritical mouthpiece of the Cerutti 

Mastodon Team has left a lasting scar to its reputation nationally among archaeologists 

and informed scientific skeptics. The museum’s physical displays and online summaries 

would have greatly benefited from a more objective and balanced analysis of the site 

that included the legitimate criticisms levelled at the original paper. By overwhelmingly 

backing the Cerutti Mastodon Team’s perspective, the San Diego Natural History 

Museum seems to have removed itself from the role of objective scientific educator to 

the public and assumed the role of fringe scientific advocate. The San Diego Natural 

History Museum had a duty to recognize the inherent conflict of interest it has as both a 

conduit to public knowledge and an organization that is led by one of the paper’s 

primary authors. In the museum’s formal interaction with the public through online 

content, physical exhibits and event talks, that conflict was dismissed and the bulk of 

the criticism of the site was dismissed with it (www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti-

mastodon-discovery/). If the museum truly wanted to be accountable to the public, and 

the science it is tasked with presenting to them, it should have had any public exhibit 

and online materials vetted by objective and qualified archaeological experts and 

included the status of the site as extremely controversial by the majority of experts in 

the field. 

Obviously, Dr Steven Holen could have performed his role as lead archaeologist better 

as well. Despite not getting involved in the project until a decade and a half after the 

www.sdnhm.org/exhibitions/the-cerutti
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site’s discovery, Holen arguably holds most of the responsibility for the publicizing of the 

site and the acceptance of the misinformation surrounding it. Based on his previous 

interpretations of non-cultural paleontological sites as “bone quarry archaeological 

sites”, Holen clearly brings a lack of appropriate skepticism to sites he’s involved with 

(Gary Haynes, 2017; Braje et all, 2017; Michael Greshko, 2017) Therefore it is not 

surprising, but still disappointing, that he was unable to recognize his own bias and 

counter it by insisting on the inclusion of more skeptical and better qualified early 

American archaeologists to join his evaluation team. However, an even bigger mistake 

came in his writing of the original Nature article itself. Throughout the article Holen 

never once mentions the large body of research on similar, non-cultural proboscidean 

sites or the existing literature on modern elephant observations in the wild, or the 

extensive evidence of bone pseudotools throughout the paleontological record. Holen 

addresses the site, both in the original article and subsequent rebuttals, as one that can 

only be explained by human modification. This continued insistence on a necessary 

anthropogenic cause of the site’s constituents is either inexcusably ignorant or 

inexcusably dishonest about the nature of the scientific literature on the subject. His 

rebuttals to the scientific criticisms of the paper also flippantly dismiss trampling as the 

origin of the broken bones with the baseless assertion that unbroken rib and vertebrae 

bones are indicative of a non-trampling origin. Even after a critic pointed out that this 

defense has no support in the literature, Holen simply reasserts the original claim 

without providing any evidence for it (Holen et all, 2018). In doing so, Holen shows an 

unwillingness to address valid criticisms that indicates an inability to objectively analyze 
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the site data and come to reasonable conclusions. Had he chosen to engage 

meaningfully with his critics or reconsider his original opinions in light of new evidence 

or address the preexisting literature concerning similar sites, it is unlikely that the paper 

would have remained so publicly accepted and the broader public would be closer to an 

honest evaluation of the site. 

The next group to fail the public in the propagation of this story was Nature and the peer 

reviewers who allowed the letter to be published. As was already articulated by critics of 

the paper, it lacks the appropriate evidence for the grandiose claims made and, at the 

very least, the presupposition of an unknown New World hominin should have never 

made it through the peer-review and publication process (Grayson, 2017). The fact that 

neither Nature, nor the peer-review process, pointed out the large body of literature 

documenting proboscidean pseudosites throughout North America is a startling and 

unexplained oversight by those entrusted as the gatekeepers of scientific validity. 

However, the original Cerutti Mastodon team and the organization that is associated 

with them are not the only major players in this story that failed at their roles in public 

science communication in this case. Arguably, the parties that hold most of the 

responsibility for this failure are the scientific critics themselves. While many of the 

critics pointed out the paper’s numerous shortcomings and made periodically valid 

critical points (especially Haynes and Braje et all), they also collectively made two huge 

mistakes that have led to the continued public acceptance of these sites. 
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The first mistake was an almost complete failure (with the exception of the mention of 

the Waco and Inglewood sites) to detail the robust paleontological record of these 

pseudosites going back many millions of years before hominids even evolved. Coupled 

with modern research into how these sites can be observed forming naturally in modern 

elephant populations, this information is key to the classification of the Cerutti Mastodon 

site as a fairly typical proboscidean paleontological site (Myers et all, 1980). Without the 

knowledge of this detailed paleontological record, it is not surprising that the site seems 

valid to the average layperson. This is a surprising oversight, especially given the 

expertise of at least one of the critics (Gary Haynes) in this field of literature. 

Additionally, given the number of papers on proboscidean pseudosites over the course 

of almost a century, it seems like a perplexing oversight that none of the formal critical 

responses encountered this body of literature in their preparations for their individual 

rebuttals. Had one of the papers made this oversight, it would have been significant but 

given that all of them have essentially failed to mention the existence of this well-known 

field of study, the question of its omission looms over some of the otherwise valid points 

of the varied critiques. 

The second, and arguably more egregious error made by some of the site’s critics was 

the common proposition that modern heavy equipment must have created the bone and 

stone breakages present at the site (Gary Haynes, 2017; Patrick Ferrell, 2019). Any 

researcher who had taken the time to examine the paper in detail or the site 
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constituents themselves would have been confronted with the problem of the thick 

layers of calcium carbonate coatings that are generally accepted to take many centuries 

to form (Ruth Gruhn, 2018). These coating cover broken areas of the bone and stone so 

as to make certain that those breakages took place at least hundreds, but likely 

thousands of years ago. To the same degree that Holen dismisses the possibility of 

trampling without evidence or justification, so do these critics dismiss or ignore the 

calcium coatings that completely invalidate their proposed hypothesis. And since the 

breakage of these materials is the crux of the case as to whether the site is 

archaeological in nature, ignoring the evidence that proves the breakages happened in 

the distant past is essentially proposing an impossible hypothesis to counter an 

unsupported one. Once the paper made its way into the pages of Nature it was these 

critics who formed the last formal line of scientific checks to the process of the public 

understanding of this site and it is here that these critics failed to give the site the 

detailed scrutiny required to postulate a feasible hypothesis. 

The Unintended Consequences 

It should be noted that the publication of the original Cerutti Mastodon paper and its 

tentative acceptance by a popular media audience is not without fairly significant 

consequences. 
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The first, and most obvious consequence, is a miseducation of the general public as to 

the history of humanity. The occupation of the Americas is a complicated and important 

chapter in the story of mankind and the accuracy of information regarding this process 

is the right of all people who wish to know the true story behind that chapter, especially 

given the public nature of much of the funding that goes into the research of the topic. A 

right to accurate information regarding the occupation of the Americas is especially 

important for the percentage of the population that has native roots and is being told by 

the original Cerutti paper, contrary to the large and established body of genetic and 

archaeological evidence, that their ancestors were not the first peoples to occupy the 

Americas. While it almost certainly was not the intent of the Cerutti Mastodon team to 

undermine Native identities, the results of telling a people who believe (with significant 

scientific support) that their ancestors were the original occupants of a land, that they 

are wrong, can be devastating (Keith James, 2007) This has the effect of stripping a 

valued cultural identity from a people who take immense comfort and pride in that 

identity and it echoes attempts to inappropriately colonialize that people’s history under 

the guise of legitimate science. It should be noted that such attempts to use science to 

strip ancestral rights away from the native Kumeyaay people of San Diego extend deep 

into the interaction of the Kumeyaay and European settlers, but certainly isn’t limited to 

ancient history (Hoffman & Gamble, 2006). Only a few years ago, the lawyer for world’s 

leading human paleontologist argued in court to strip away the rights of the Kumeyaay 

to the remains of their most ancient ancestors with the argument that the oldest remains 

in San Diego were not Kumeyaay: 
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“These are not Native Americans,” said James McManis, the San Jose lawyer for 

the professors. “We’re sure where they’re from. They had primarily a seafood 

diet, not the diet if any way of these tribes. They were a seafaring people. They 

could be traveling Irishman who touched on the continent.” (Pat Flynn, 2012) 

It is worth noting that while this blatantly ignorant argument was eventually rejected, had 

the Cerutti Mastodon paper been published at the time, such an argument would have 

legitimate “scientific” support. 

In fact, a serious consequence of this paper that was seemingly overlooked by the 

Cerutti Mastodon team and their proclamation of a previously unknown hominin in North 

America that is unrelated to modern Native American groups, is a significant legal 

challenge to the rights of modern Native groups to their ancient human remains. The US 

law that dictates the rights of Native Groups to the remains of their ancestors is called 

the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 

(www.nps.gov/nagpra/). One of the elements of NAGPRA is the concept of a Most 

Likely Descendent (MLD) to whom any remains of any pre-contact individual are 

entrusted to. This can be a complicated legal determination in areas where different 

tribes occupied the same territory during different time periods, but if the scientific 

community were to accept the Cerutti Mastodon team’s findings of a previous group of 

hominins occupying the Americas for unknown thousands of years before the 

www.nps.gov/nagpra
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descendants of modern Native Americans arrived, then modern Native Americans are 

no longer the de facto MLD for ancient remains found in the Americas and those 

remains can be inappropriately withheld from their lineal decedents. The legal and 

ethical ramifications to the Kumeyaay people of the undermining of NAGPRA for their 

most ancient human remains cannot be overstated. The Kumeyaay culture, like many 

Native cultures throughout the Americas, puts a strong emphasis on the remains of their 

ancestors and the treatment of those remains.(Keith James, 2007) Even if it is an 

unintentional effect, the possibility of stripping the Kumeyaay people of their legal rights 

to those remains is a cultural wound that harms Kumeyaay individuals with strong 

cultural beliefs as well and damages the relationship between the Kumeyaay people 

and the institutional powers that are once again rewriting history with the effect of 

disenfranchising the native people. In this sense, the undermining of the Kumeyaay’s 

NAGPRA claim to ancient remains is also an undermining of the tenuous trust between 

the Kumeyaay and powerful scientific and legal institutions. 

A further consequence of this paper, if left uncontested, is a lowering in the standards of 

evidence for accepted archaeological sites. An archaeological site, by definition, is an 

area of human occupation and by lowering the bar for what is or is not accepted as a 

human-modified site, the field of archaeology becomes a watered-down discipline 

(Hodder & Hutson, 2003) If the standards of evidence for human occupation are now 

going to be the presence of smashed bone in close relation to fractured cobbles, then 

the archaeological record can reliably extended well into the Jurassic period. 
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Furthermore, by assigning non-archaeological sites an archaeological designation, the 

importance of legitimate archaeological sites, especially ones with genuinely deep 

antiquity, is inappropriately degraded. Currently, Early PaleoIndian sites in San Diego 

are rare, very important, and highly protected (Dennis Gallegos, 1987). The scarcity of 

these sites and their relative importance to the archaeological record is part of the 

reason that they are so well protected. If the scientific community were to accept these 

lowered standards of archaeological site designation, then actual ancient sites and all 

the important information they hold would be seen as relatively commonplace and be 

less likely to be preferentially protected. 

Another potential casualty of the Cerutti Mastodon paper is the public’s perception of 

the legitimacy of museums like the San Diego Natural History Museum itself, especially 

if the public becomes aware of the site’s true nature. Ironically in this case, the damage 

of undermining the public’s faith in the information presented by museums will only 

occur if the public does become sufficiently educated as to the true nature of the Cerutti 

Mastodon Site and the scant evidence that exists for the original paper’s claims. If the 

public does become aware of the unsupported nature of the claims made by the Cerutti 

Mastodon Team and the San Diego Natural History Museum itself, it would serve to 

substantially undermine their confidence in the information presented to them by such 

institutions and serve to degrade the public faith in legitimate information that is 

presented not only at the San Diego Natural History Museum but also at legitimate 

institutions throughout the world whose standards of evidence are not as flexible as 
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those of the San Diego Natural History Museum. In an age of rampant pseudoscience 

presented in online forums, the institutional museum has remained a beacon of good 

science and verifiability for the public to turn to for expert analysis and information 

(Miller & Saunders, 2016) Every piece of demonstrable misinformation presented to the 

public within such an institution’s doors serves to undermine that privileged position, but 

information such as the Cerutti Mastodon site that is not only presented but highlighted 

and very highly publicized serves to do significant damage to the inherent trust that the 

public puts into its institutions as a whole. 

Similar to the effect on museums like the San Diego Natural History Museum, both the 

public and scientific researchers put tremendous faith in esteemed scientific journals 

and arguably, Nature is the most esteemed of them all. We trust these journals to be the 

arbiters of good science and we trust them to publish in good faith, prioritizing validity 

over mainstream headlines. If the most popular mainstream media story to come out of 

the gold standard of scientific journals in 2017 is of such a tenuous and unsupported 

nature, the public’s awareness of this fact will begin to erode the faith in the good, 

evidence-supported science that otherwise comes out of these journals. Public 

credibility in scientific sources is an easily disturbed trust and once lost, it can be very 

hard to get back (Kirchherr, 2017). In a time in which major scientific journals are the de 

facto arbiters of truth, grievous injuries to the credibility of the flagship of these 

institutions lowers the credibility of all such journals and that degradation of credibility 

begins to impact the ability to dispute more outright pseudoscience. Without the high 
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standards and valid scientific information, we expect of those standards, we lose 

scientific journals themselves as a tool to fight more blatant and absurd pseudoscience. 

All of this culminates in an injury not only to institutions like museums and major 

scientific journals, but to the process of science itself in the public’s eyes. If seemingly 

legitimate researchers working for an esteemed museum and publishing in the most 

prestigious of scientific journals are propagating with confidence such demonstrably 

unsupportable claims in a highly publicized way, the public’s faith in the broader process 

of science becomes understandably undermined. As battles rage through online 

mediums to influence the broader public in scientific arenas from proposed vaccine 

dangers to the origins of our species and the literal shape of the earth, the very 

existence of discernable truth becomes a target. It has ceased to be just an argument 

over which side of a disagreement the scientific evidence supports and has become an 

argument as to the importance and authority of the scientific method itself. When the 

highest echelons of scientific practice, public interaction, and authority produce blatantly 

unreliable information that is highly publicized to a broad public audience, the side of the 

argument that finds science itself to be invalid is given ammunition in the larger public 

debate. The issue is not that everything published in flagship journals like Nature must 

be flawless or unimpeachable but rather that the process of publication in such a journal 

should, by its very nature, exclude scientifically unsupported claims being made. When 

those rules are bent, or even broken, the public then loses faith in the ability of the 

institutions of science to produce the ultimate product that society tasks the scientific 
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establishment with: the discernment of truth. When the public loses faith in these 

institutions and inevitably with the process of science itself, we are left with a society 

that swings ever more towards irrationality, magical thinking, conspiracy theories, 

sensationalism, pseudoscience, and illogical thought processes (Miller & Saunders, 

2016). 

The effects of well-publicized pseudoscience in the highest levels of scientific 

publication, and the accompanying lack of highly publicized valid criticisms leaves an 

impact much larger than just a single paper or even an entire field of study. Misuse of 

the scientific credibility inherent in organizations like Nature or the San Diego Natural 

History Museum chip away at the credibility and importance of the scientific process 

itself. 

However, the original article and its supporters are not the only participants whose role 

will have a lasting negative impact on the public understanding of science. The failure of 

critics to address the prominence of proboscidean pseudosites in the record will likely 

lead to future issues when more sites like the Cerutti Mastodon site are inevitably found. 

If future sites are found outside of a construction setting, then the invalid construction 

breakage hypothesis put forward by Cerutti critics can be torn down as the Strawman 

that it is and the implication will be that any pseudosite found outside of a construction 

setting can therefore not be explained as anything but archaeological in nature. By 

setting up a false narrative as the main argument against the Cerutti site, the site critics 
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have in avertedly given ammunition to future pseudoscientific analysis of an entire class 

of known site types that, if Hayne’s math is correct, will likely continue to be discovered 

for many years to come. 

How Can it be Fixed? 

Since the process has resulted in a failure of science education, it would also be 

appropriate to hypothesize how the situation might now be remedied. To start out with, 

this paper should serve as a fairly comprehensive documentation of the original paper’s 

claims, the rebuttals by professionals in the community, and the background information 

on the prevalence of proboscidean pseudosites throughout the paleontological record. 

Simply having all of this information in a single place is the first step to informing the 

general public of the true nature of this site and others like it. The second step will 

involve the publicizing of the site’s criticisms and the previous literature regarding similar 

pseudosites. This type of publicizing may be accomplished with simple publication but 

will likely also require further work including delivering papers at professional 

conferences, educating local professionals, and most importantly, attempting to garner 

some of the same popular media attention that the site’s original publication attracted. 

Additionally, if the public puts its support and trust behind institutions like Nature then 

that journal could also help alleviate the misunderstanding by publishing a 

comprehensive review of all the information concerning the site including the criticisms 
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by leading researchers, the observational studies of the production of similar 

pseudosites in modern elephant populations, the abundance of similar sites in the 

paleontological record predating the existence of hominins, and the common nature of 

bone pseudotools at such sites. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

The Cerutti Mastodon site cannot be said be definitely non-archaeological. More 

evidence, such as diagnostic tools, diagnostic cut marks, hearths, or hominin remains 

could be found tomorrow that completely legitimizes the Cerutti Mastodon team’s 

original hypothesis. However, as it currently stands, there is very little evidence to back 

up the claims made in the original Cerutti Mastodon paper. Furthermore, there is 

significant evidence to assume a non-human origin of the site and as this thesis has 

revealed, a significant body of literature describing similar pseudosites in the 

paleontological record. What the scientific record is currently left with is a failure of 

public science communication at multiple levels that led to a general acceptance of 

unsupported claims. 

The site appears to fit neatly within the boundaries of expected proboscidean 

paleontological sites and was likely modified by trampling or direct manipulation by 

other mastodons. It is not likely to be an archaeological site and is not even a 

particularly unique paleontological site: it is simply the most public chapter in a long and 

detailed paleontological record of proboscidean pseudosites whose origins and causes 

are well-known and observationally confirmed in modern elephant populations. 
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It was only due to a “perfect storm” of scientific failures that this otherwise typical 

paleontological site became one of the biggest science stories of 2017. This story 

started a hundred years ago with the misinterpretations of George Carter that 

reverberated through Richard Cerutti on that day in 1992 and into the San Diego 

Natural History Museum more broadly before finding its way into pseudoarchaeology 

books and through them into a fringe archaeological theorist in Dr Holen fifteen years 

later. It was through dogged determination on the part of the Cerutti Mastodon team but 

also a lapse in professional judgement on the part of Nature that the paper made its 

way through the peer-review process and into the pages of science’s most respected 

publication. Even then, it was only through a failure of multiple groups of site critics to 

address the evidence at the site with a valid alternative hypothesis and to cite the large 

body of knowledge of paleontological pseudosites that the public was not exposed to 

the true nature of the Cerutti Mastodon site. Numerous smaller players also failed their 

own public duties, including a respected museum that promoted its employees' 

hypothesis over scientific consensus and numerous popular media reporters who 

reported an interesting story rather than a scientifically supported claim. All of these 

players had to fail to one degree or another to perfectly misrepresent the truth of the 

Cerutti Mastodon site to the public and all of them did, likely with no malice or ill intent 

whatsoever. Likely, each participant, from the original Cerutti Mastodon team to the 

failed critics to the journalists and everyone in between, felt that they were desperately 

chasing the truth and trying to relay the conclusions of that chase accurately to a 
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deserving public. In a surprising find, it was not the world’s most qualified early 

American archaeologists nor formal critiques in mainstream scientific journals that 

offered the most apt criticism of the Cerutti Mastodon Team’s claims but rather the 

personal blog of an archaeologist a country away that exposed the shortsighted 

mistakes of the original paper. The fact that an interested researcher boasting no first-

hand experience with the site and who chose not to publish in peer-reviewed journals 

succeeded in producing the most accurate and apt criticisms of the paper should make 

us rethink our reliance on the formal scientific dialogue taking place in prominent 

scientific journals as the ultimate arbiters of truth. 

Much like the Cerutti Mastodon site is not particularly unique to the paleontological 

record, the type of scientific mistake displayed in the original Cerutti Mastodon paper is 

not either. A few years ago, a science reporter who stumbled across the true nature of 

the Cerutti Mastodon site as detailed in this paper may have thought that they had 

uncovered the most publicly popular scientific misrepresentation in modern history. 

However, as the scientific field has been smashed over the head with the reality of The 

Replication Crisis, it seems that any published research in any field must be accepted 

only with extreme scrutiny (Joel Achenbach, 2015). Much like Haynes work looked at 

the presence of pseudotools at modern elephant skeletal sites and extrapolated the 

number of proboscidean pseudosites we should expect in the North American fossil 

record, so should we expect that the scientific literature will have a certain percentage of 

pseudoscientific papers within even its most esteemed journals. Similar to the Cerutti 
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Mastodon site appearing to be the statistical realization of the probabilities of 

pseudosites in the paleontological record, the perfect storm of mistakes that led to the 

reporting and popularization of the Cerutti Mastodon site should be seen as the 

statistical inevitability of the flawed system of scientific evaluation that we currently 

have. 
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